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ABSTRACT

The teacher's attention is focused on selected
elements of Spanish culture which may he taught integrally with
instructional materials found in the first-year Spanish texts
"Entenler y Hahlar", "La Familia Fernandez", and "A-1_11 Spanish, level
One". Items are cross-referenced for t2 cultural concents ranoinc
fron nicknames to streets, roads, and highways. The role of culture
in foreign language teaching is elaborated with commentary on
cultural phenomena and teaching methodology. Extensive linguistic
examples and illustrations accompany discussion of each of the
particular cultural concepts. The booklet serves as a supplement to
traditional Spanish texts at all levels. ell
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FOREWORD

Sterling M. McMurrin, former United States Commissioner of Education, has so
aptly stated, "In educating for the world of today and tomorrow, a world in which
barriers that separate men and nations must be torn down, there is no substitute for
involvement in another culture." Educators are generally agreed that the purposes of
teaching foreign languages are to gain an insight into other cultures and to develop
specific skills in listening-comprehension, speaking, reading and writing.
In the past, classroom work in a foreign language has been primarily concerned
with the development of the specific skills. An instructional gap has existed in providing for the cultural understanding of the language. fhe closing of this gap is the goal
to which this publication is dedicated. It is to serve as a practieum through which
teachzrs of Spanish can improve their skills In helping pupils obtain an insight Into
Spanish culture.

This guide has been approved by the California State Department of Education
as a County School Service Fund project. It has been approved for county-wide distribution by the Publications Review Board of Alameda County and by the Alameda
County Board of Education.
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INTRODUCTION
Listening, speaking. reading and is riling skills are listed by almost all school
districts as the major objectives of first level foreign language instruction, and usually
cultural understandings are added to this list of objectives.
It has heen nut,d, however, that many of the Level I Spanish texts widely used
in California include cultural understandings neither as part of the basic dialogs and

accompanying pattern drills nor as supplementary material. Indeed, sonic Level I
Spanish materials have CON SdUllSty excluded cultural understandings in order to locos
the student's attention on the structures to be mastered.
It is also irue that SUM(' teachers of Spanish Level I oar not he well enough ac-

quainted with the culture of Spanish-speaking people to be able to bring pertinent
cultural understandings to the attention of their students.

This booklet has been prepared to bring to the teacher's attention soak of tine
understandings of Spanish culture which may be taught as part of the study of that
language.

The content of any text is generally written for a specific age group, i.e., if a beginning text is to be used with fifteen
students, the content will probably vary
in degree of sophistication front that to he used with ten-yearulds. However, the underlying subject ttt,uter is often very similar; each text might include units on food, the
fatuity, greetings, shopping, etc. The cultural understandings in this booklet, therefore,

might he used in part or in tow in a beginning Spank -h class regardless of the text
being used.

The content of this publication was prepared un the basis cif the itstrueIlonal units in the Holt, Rinehart and Vs'inston Company's Spanish Level I text, Elitender V 'Tatar. The items were then cross referenced for the beginning levd of Spanish texts published by Harcourt, Brace and World, and by Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films. For leachers who may want to cross TIAICIICC the items for use with 5:I I other
beginning Spanish texts, an Item narked "Other
has been included in the boxed spane stitch is found at the beginning of each "Cul.
lurid Understanding" item. Thus, looking at page 15 of the booklet, we lied that
"Nicknames (eipados, Sobrenombrrsr may be appropriately hiroduced when the
class Is working on Hob, Rinehart and Winston, Unit I, p. 2, line 4; Harcourt, Brace
and World, Unit 1, p. 3 and Unit 4, p. 25; Encyclopaedia Britannka Films, Lesson
I, p. 3; and the teacher may add his own reference fur "Other
rt-xl)
The understandings included in this booklet arc not meant to be definitive The
teacher may have other cultural understandings that he wants to include :ind he
should fed free to du so.

The inclusion of cultural understandings may provide edict front the drill *Aust.
which, of necessity, forms an extensive part of beginning foreign language lostruction.
Through class discussion of cultural understandings the students may come to recog.
Rile the similarities as well as the differences that exist among all men, a step which,
hopefully may help to lead to world undemanding and to more peaceable coexistence.
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dmong them. but they have wonderful tales of their travels.
The Wilsons are excellent swimmers, golfers, and tennis
players Lind ere bursting with health. Each family has a lot

your comfort. He, then, is uncomfortable, closes up the gap,
and makes otm uncomfortable again. The retreat and pursuit
may continue ad absurdum, and one or the other party may

(01 hill and contributes to society.

even get peeve t

Now. it we gut into levels of society other than the middle-class examples just given. we see patterns quite different
nun these. If we go [intiicr afield. to foreign cultures, we
note further the sliding, scale of similarities and differences.
It is relatively easy to learn about socitties that are similar
to our own just as it is relatively easy to learn a language
ed the same family as our own. As it is easier for a Spaniard
to learn Portuguese than Vietnamese, so it Is easier for him
to learn about Portuguese ways. Palpably the cultural transition between the United States, Germany, France, Spain,
Italy, and England Is less drastic than the transition from

one of those cultures to that of the Fijians, Hottentots, or
ihelitilS.

A corollary phenomenon is that the same social class in
closely related societies may have more In common than

difkrent classes within the same culture. A middle-class citizen
of the United States, reading La coseienza di Zeno (The Confessiectis of Zeno). by Halo Svevo, relates to the middle -class
Zeno and understands his motives notch better than he understands some of the characters of Tennessee 11'1111m:is and
much better than he understands the Sicilian peasants In Giovanni Verga's Cavalleria rusticana or I Malavoglia, different
both In class and in culture.
In short, then, the Meaning, of any cultural fact depends

on myriad circumstances. Culture Is always changing, but
primarily in its small details. 7 he basic structures remain
relatively constant. Here we have ;mother parallel with language.. %%huh may change vocabulary Items gradually, but
rarely changes its basic grammatical structure, and then only

Another covert trait concerns body movements that nor-

mally accompany speech. Most of us aren't aware of die
myriad ways we move our hands, feet, head, and entire body
when we speak. We often indicate something with our foot.
our head, our eyes. We shrug our shoulders, thrust out our
chin, raise our head, square our shoulders. Many of these
movements are actually communication, though rarely is time
speaker aware of it. Kinesics is the science that deals with
this fascinating subject.

Perhaps we should also include in cos cot culture such
aspects as one's idea of freedom. Someone front the United
States will doubtless affirm that his country offers considerable liberty. He has probably never thought, however, that

many rules, necessary to the organization of any society.
actually curtail his perfect liberty. During peak tridfic hours,
for Ins Lance, traffic lights prevent chaos. They take away
your freedom to cross whenever you want, but you know
they are necessary so you don't think of them as restrictions.

In summary, then, a student of a foreign culture can
glean much information simply by asking a native. But he
utmost limit his questions to overt traits. To discover the covert
systems, he himself must observe and analytic, since the native usually cannot explain these aspects.

C.

Ethnocentrism

Ethnocentrism (ittlino = race + centrism ) Is the belief that

Another cultural phenomenon Is that only sonic traits
are describable by the native. what sort of
the overt ones

one's own race is the central one, the most Important. and
the best. It Is a natural tendency of all races. In many languages the word for the speakers of that language is the
people." All others are strangers, foreigners, outsiders. Most
people also feel tht their country Is the center of things, as
opposed to all those other "far away places." Cuzco, capital

a house do you live. in, what do you eat for dinner, how

of the old Inca Empire, means, according to some, "the

often do you take- a bath. how do you take a bath. where do

navel of the world." It IMPS' have been disappointing to discover that the ince:tilde dimly (1,11.2 r earth) of astronomy
was wrong and the heliocentric theory Orlin , sun) right.

%kith great difficulty and over a long period of time.

B. Overt and Covert Culture

you gel your dollies, do you make them, how dteu do you
beat your us ife:' other traits, however

the covert ones

;tie

not readily describable (Attu by the native: tinder what circumstances do you lase the definite ankle in your language,
how do you form the plural of nouns, what are the sounds
you use in your language, how do you make them? 'I hese
and most other questions pertaining to the language and Its
sounds are beyond the native's duck of consciousness, unless

he has studied phonology, imillihology, and syntax. Ile can
but if you ask him to deuse thr system almost pet
s( iilme

it. the charms ;ire ,s on %sill get solute fantastic. spur-ol-

diemoment analysis bearing little relationship to the truth.
Besides die language. many either tultural traits are coven.
his fir apalt do midis es stand when they converse? You
don't realize that Oak distance caries from one culture to an
other until you find yourself uncomfortably dose to some
foreign (1,11%AI-sant. You balk up to adjust the distance to
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To believe that the planets and stars reside around our
earth flatters our ego 'none than to know that ours is merely
one of many heavenly bodies that revolve around the
It Is difficult to ColiViMe people that theirs is not the etiltbre, the language, the alphabet, the is ay of life. To the
ethnocentric other cultures do things "wrong." not just "differently': The British drive on the w rung side of the street.
The Arabs pu. too much sugar in their tea. Scotehmen wear
kilts, and men arc supposed to wear pants. An old sour:et-elates that a 5(11(1°1 teacher in China asked her class what
they considered the outstanding feature of the occidental face.
Most answered that occidentals had slanted Eyes! If we tan
only convince people that other cultures may iwt differently

from us then we will have made an extellent start toward
understanding those other cultures.

I). :stereotypes and Generalizations
The

Filtered Wisdom of the Ages" brings us such

"truths" as the inscrutable Chinese," "the brave redskin,"
the methodical German," "the beautiful Hawaiian." Are
there, then, no volatile Chinese, careless Germans, or pusi
lanimous Indians? Didn't Queen Kaahumanu weigh 300
pounds? Is it possible that the "Wisdom of the Ages" has let
slip through its filter a few generalizations, stereotypes, and
prejudices that merit re-examination? Everyone tends to look
for generalizations, and doubtless many have some validity,
but they are dangerous, first, because often they aren't really
any more true for one race than for another, and, second,
because they are hardly ever true fur the entire race, sometimes not even for a goon majority. Let us examine several
ways generalizations are formed.
I. Teo few cases or insufficient knowledge

Nisei Mike Miyake in my accounting class is an A
student, good looking, outgoing personality. the Japanese
are fortunate because \like is the only Japanese I know, so
I assume that all Japanese are intelligent. ha»dsonic, and
affable. Spanish children aren't so lucky with Mrs. Widdecomhe and Mrs. Gibbs, who drove through Spain last summer together. They stopped by the side of the road in Wrida
to take a picture of the storks nesting on top of the Roman
aqueduct. Before they could focus their cameras, a dozen
barefoot, dirty, Gypsy urchins swarmed over the car, whining
for pesetas and covering the car with sticky fingers and dusty
feet. 'Mesdames W and G now propagate unsavory rumors
about Spanish children.

The Mexicans and Oklahomans in California aren't
lucky either. Both have been represented by a majority of
uneducated agricultural smirkers. therefore, Mexicans and
Oklahomans have been stereotyped accordingly and have
received such unhappy monikers as "Okits,""Clodbusters."
"Spies." "Beaners," and "Greasers." Or perhaps its not the
worker From the other country that provides the few examples
for die stemotype, but the tourist Or the Moldier. tourists are
rarely typical of anything. One elderly couple has saved and
soaped for years to realize their dream of travel. By the tulle
they have amassed the uherenithal, they throw economy to

the winds and "lice It up." After all. they may never have
another chance to travel. Naturally they give he impression
abroad that they have always lived in "the grand manner.
A young student travels before he has die money. In
economic difficulties, he frequents the theapera hotels and
restaurants, hitchhikes, dresses shabbily, and goes unshaven.
Sometimes he finds himself In such dire straits that he
sponges off of friends. borrows. and Even lags. lin his own

country he would probably never think of livint4 like that
Then we have the old-maid %elm, suddenly free of the
puritanical re-stilettoes Of her life in Kansas. loses «ffitao
with reality and behaves In a nay that is not Iwunal either
in Kansas or anywhere else. So it is evident that tourists
are not (specially sr,ocrd yardsticks for measecting in tate.

.And soldiers. like the old Mak.S. 0.101 at., qu.te
curtly from what they would at home. Americans. (mho Innate-

ly, have rtcquired an unsavory reputation in many parts of
the modern world because of the impression leh by soldiers
who drink too touch, often represent uneducated classes, and

froptently take little or no interest in the foreign culture but,
rather, form "Little Americas" from which they mock ainl
disdain a culture they have made little or no effort to under.
stand.

Countries, like people, often get .stereotyped by the same
process of generalizing on the basis of one or two ersamplcs.
Nr)ri-rde t, 21/(v iecdi. or OW/ad frill
one'
Visiting
nurtured primarily
sees only the tourist businesses, vice
by grime 0., Who cross the border to litre ;r lilljc fun, yet one
judges that rill Alexican cities are .similar.
Further examples would Ire easy to supply, but the point
is clear that one swallow doesn't make it spring. 1Ve tairort
judge an entire race by' rl few representritive.s that MiLY or
may. not be typical, or by only one class.
A related phenomenon is the formation of stereotypes
based on some work of literature, on movies, or on dubious

statistical information. Often literature provides us nit); the
only information ;thoul some past epoch, but it is not completely trustworthy, for it rarely speaks only of tire prosaic
happenings of ever).(ItLY life and, th(Tefore, it r"ttlY
an thsulutv1y tt" picture ul eyclYdal. lift'. It speaks "di"
of the extraordinary, the poetic.. and the dramatic. and the
resultant stereotype is :lit unrealistic picture. ['owned the end
of die last century and the. beginniag of this one. romantic
talcs of the South Seas were highly popular and many were
literally gems, giving a fairly true Ilititirt' of till in rho Pacific.
Others. however. gave only a ioniamie picture of slender,
nubbron n maidens lascivionsle bathing in fel whordered.
splashing writelfalls and inviting the wealy traveller, tulip
title aloha spirit and soft, smiling almond (yes. to join them
in the limpid pool. The sfireoty pe In as lortiiied by munitions
Hawaiian-English songs: Swett /,et /an, Lillie Brown Ca4. To
You, Srecrthearl, Aloha; and Af Lark Crass Shark.
Gt France the stult."1 pe "t -the "hie savage" hams l"stja«ilics ROVISSt'all.S ( 1712-7)4 ) romantic so( MI

novels, No/ref/if ///boio. Forth. /.1 Corrzod
rat. cIc,, tog
ing at return to Italia(' and extolling thc virtues of primitive
man onspoilts1 by clocuptiag inilnences of organized society.
speak, rs
lames Fenimore Cooptr j 1789-1M1 I I 1dt
with a someraltat similar stereotype of the noble. .1tnerican

Nfootes can he even more clang( hms in (leafing false
ideas. Spaniards. who these day s we litany .Imtriaot ill its
shows, dubbed in Spanish. believe that most .1rntre
and
cans drive Cadillac ". live in ptirdnorses. and that over white

telephotos. lb AttVti. .Init titans pay for this boort\ . hits
believe, by suffering a morbid fear of going out into the
street lest a blade sedan hill of gangsters roars by and riddles
them with submachine-gun bullets. Of course, if one lives in

the \Vest, the danger Is quite different. There, one doesn't
dare go into the street for fear of getting hit by a stray bullet
from omnipresent gunslingers who daily shoot it out in the
dusty Main Street, tf nut to preserve justice, then just "to get
their kicks." Or, If you make it through the (loud of flying
}cad, y01.111 certainly get it when you push through the swing-
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ing doors of the saloon and run into the flying chairs, fists,
and whiskey bottles. If you ride out of town, you'll go to
Glory fast, thanks to a Pawnee arrow or a Mexican bandit's
Statistics provide another dubious source of stereotypes.

In this modern world of science all you have to do to convince most peoplc of anything is to provide a chart, a graph,
the odder the better. Rarely does anyone
or a percentage
inquire how' the statistics were gathered. '1 they suit his purpose, he will quote them, accurately or inaccurately, to prove

his point in his very next argument. Soon, no doubt rethey have become undens skin truth. After all, how
can anyone doubt such a nice statement as, "Actual scientifically controlled road tests prove that Pinto brand gasoline
takes V011 18.731% farther than most gasoline's." Next time
you are debating, and your opponent pulls his statistics on
you, ask where he got them, how they were compiled, how
provable they are.
Sometimes actual history can provide stereotypes. Se
mains

cral heroic incidents in the history of a country can create
a generalization about the heroism of the entire race. It can
even, by setting a precedent, Influence the way a person will
act when confronted with similar circumstances thereby tending to perpetuate the smreotype. After all, one must live up
to his reputation. One might speculate on the extent to which
certain incidents in Spanish history have influenced later
events. In 219 11.C. the Iberians living in the ancient city of
Saguntion, in what is now the province of Valencia, were be

sieges] by the Carthaginian troops of Ilannibal. After a ter
rible siege, the Iberians, hopelessly on mumbered and weakened by hunger, thirst, wounds, and sickness, committed suicide rather than surrender.

In 133 11.C. 4,000 Iberians of Numancia, near presentday Soria, repelled the attacks of several F3man generals,
until finally the Romans put their top general, Scipio ,.emilia
on the job with 60,000 crack troops. After months of
siege, what was left of the original 4,000 Iberians asked for
an honorable capitulation. Denied this, they set their houses
on fire, threw open the gates of the city, and rushed to inevitable death in a last attack upon the waiting hordes.
Pelayo, leader of the
At Covadonga, Asturias, 718 Al)..
.

Christian guerrilla forces, fought to hold back the tide of
Moorish conquest that had already flowed over most of
Spain. After several battles against superior odds. the Asturs

fans fortified themselves in a cave 'sod resisted attacks until
the Moors gave up and left, a bad mistake, for this handful
of ASIUrialls began the century-long Reconquest of Spain.
Coming up to the Spanish Civil War ( 1936-39 ). Colonel
Moseardls. defending the AtcAzar dc Toledo against Repuhli .

can forces. received a telephone call from the Republican
commander is announce that he had captured Nloscard6's
son and that, if the Akins- were not surrendered within ten
minutes, he would execute young Moscardo. To hack his
threat. he put the boy On the phone. -Hello, son. What's
up?" inquirer] the colonel. "Nothing, papa. Alley say they're
to shoot me if you don't surrender." "Well, son, commend

your soul to God and die like a man. Adios, Info mio."

6

"Ac /ids, pupil." were the last words Moscssrek ever heard
from his son.

Now, the point is that, from these heroic incidents, one
'night generalize that Spaniards, hrave and uncompromising,
are willing to sacrifice their very lives rather than capitulate.

It is a good thesis and may even be true, or partially true,
but I maintain that four Isolated incidents occurring over a
span of 2,155 years is insufficient evidence to believe the
generalization too strongly. One might, assuredly, conjecture
that an historical selsterotype has been formed in the
Spaniard's mind and that he "lives up to" the reputation he
has gained and performs accordingly.
In short, then, any time you have Insufficient evidence
whether because of insufficient cases or because of untrnstworthy information, such as exaggerated novels or movies,
you had
"arranged" statistics, or sporadic historical events
better reserve judgment until more evidence is in.
2.

Superficial analysis

"The United States doesn't protect its citizens," an intel-

ligent lady from Madrid proclaims. 'Amok at the horrible
movies they let practically anyone see. Ilere every picture is

rated: 'highly dangerous,' for adults only,' over I8,"over
15,' or 'for everyone.' And the really bad parts, of course,
are censored. Oh, yes, the United States censors too, but
they're so liberal. 'Ube atrocities you can see in American
movies: crimes, violence, sex . ... And the things they allow
on the beaches! Those bikinis! And those horrible topless
restaurants! And they allow any kind of diabolical religion!
No, senor; those Americans don't protect their people!"

"Spain and Mexico don't protect their citizens," an intelligent lady from San Francisco proclaims. "They don't
restrict fireworks, they don't put up barriers and caution
signs when there's a hole or dangerous spot, they don't post
notices where a beach is unsafe for swimming or %dare the
water Is polluted. Pure food arid drug laws arc rudimentary.
many dangerous medicines can be bought without a prescription, and traffic Is wild! No, sir, those lAliTIS Just don't protect their people!"
Now, how can hots these Intelligent and well-travelled

women conclude that the other country is neglectful of its
(Wiens' safety? Quite simple: Spain seems concerned inure
with the safety of the spirit :Aid the United States mote with
the safety of the flesh. We could doubtless find at least a
partial explanation for the phenomenon in history. religion.
and economics, but that Is another chapter. It is clear that
misleading generalizations can be formed when one fails to
analyze all aspects of a situation.

Another example Is the traditional courtesy of Hispanic
people. Its a Spanish train compartintria someone taking (nit
his lunch offers. "s:. Grotn?" Ills neighbors politely thane and

wish him a good appetite. "Rim, poorer-G." We have already mentioned that admiring a Spaniard's tie will probably

stimulate him to offer it to you, "Sad tot regale)." Almost
everyone is familiar with the customary Hispanic welcome,
"Eib; uncle,/ /is su ( UM." something like "Make yourself at
home." of course the use of such expressions of ciinittsy
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vary from country to country, and if you don't use them,
they seem servile and excessive, but if you do use them and
other people don't, then they appear rude. Almost all Mexican children are trained to give their name when introduced
and add: "Servirlor rlc tested" or "A sirs &denies." Mexicans
often think Spanish children ill-bred because they don't always use these polite expressions. Spaniards, on the other
hand, believe Mexicans too servile because, when someone

calls them, they generally answer: "Mouth' 718 fill" (Command rue), and Spaniards brag that they don't want anyone
to command them. And, though people from the United
States generally consider Spanish speakers polite, even
flowery, because of such protocol, in at least one instance
the Spanish consider English speakers excessively courteous
because they use "please" so much: "Please pass the bread,"

"Please bring me a spoon," "Please don't put your elbows
on the table." Often a Spaniard asks for the bread by simply
stating: "El pan." And a Spanish maid might even be uncomfortable when an American family keeps preceding requests with por

ror. She Is not accustomed to such courtesy

and may even keep saying: "Sin foror." So, it is quite evident that courteous expressions are more a matter of traditions than of intrinsic politeness. The cultural stumbling block,
of course, is failure to use such formalities to a person who
expects them. Their correct use is a negative virtue, like
cleaning your fingernails and combing your hair: it deserves
no great praise when achieved, only shame when neglected.

But we have spoken only of formal symbols of courtesy.
.111 of us have met discourteous people in the United States:

the "road hog," the snippy waitress, the sarcastic municipal
judge, the overbearing teacher, the line crowder, those who
stand in the middle of the aisle or sidewalk to chat and block
the traffic. Do they have their counterparts abroad? D rive III

Madrid traffic if you think California or New York Is bad.
"Come on, let's go, man, let's go! Your aunt was born in
the sticks!" comes the rasping coke of a Madrid taxi driver.
At thc same time another driver blasts his horn and cuts in
so close you have to slam on the brakes. The man behind
shrugs his shoulders, jerks his head back, and raises an
open hand. This gesture clearly Indicates that you are an
imbecile. No, Madrid traffic isn't lubricated by "aloha spirit."
When you finally get parked, pale and shaken, you take
your package to the post office to mail it. You find the desk
but no line, only a mass of people vatting, not their turn, but
an opcnirI
Don't be polite or you'll never get yolir
Even if you're the only one at the desk someone Is quite
liable to come up and present his package first unless you
speak up. "Ilse system seems gross to those accustomed to
lining up or taking is number, but it doesn't seem so gross
to a Spaniard. He simply has another system: if you don't
know enough to defend your turn you don't deserve to get it.
What is considered fair and ethical in one country is not
'necessarily so in (very country. Again a generalisation based
on an incomplete analysis proves to be of slight validity.
In other I.-manors we tend to attribute to racial character
what is really the result of social and economic pressures.
"1 hose dirty peasants!" Yes, probably they are dirtier than

you, but you can enjoy a hot shower by merely turning on
the faucet. If you had to gather wood and build a fire, then
carry water half a mite from the stream, heat it over the fire,
have someone pour it over you with a dipper while you
soaped up with smelly laundry soap if you could afford
that
and then dried with a coarse rag, you might be a bit
dirtier too.
A girl front a well-to-do family once asked in a Spanish
class why you had to be so careful to lock everything up in
Mexico. Why can you leave your garden hose out is front
of the house at night in the United States but not in Mexico?
What is there in the make-up of a Mexican that motivates
hint to steal? Another student, from a poor Italian-American
family, answered the question quite simply: "Here in the
United States everyone has a garden hose."
One might assume, to judge by the Jews he meets in time

United States and Western Europe, that something intrinsic
in their character !stakes (hens business lien', Money lenders,
shopkeepers, rather than farmers. Yet one must admit that
plenty of Jews Lunt in Israel. During the centuries when the
Goths held sway over Italy, France, Cerinany, Spain, and
Portugal, beginning about the fifth century A.D., when
Catholicism became the official state rdigion, special laws
stipulated different treatment for Jews than for others. They
had to live In ghettos and wear a distinctive symbol on their
sleeve, and they couldn't own laud, This last restriction made
it impractical and unprofitable for them to become agriculturalists, so they concentrated in the cities and became money
handlers. The some 150,000 Sephardic Jews expelled from
Spain In 1492 scattered about the world and continued to
earn allying by the profession they had followed for centuries:
Again historical circumstances rather than innate racial traits
explain the phenomenon.
3.

Meaning from one culture to another

Another and important cultural phenomenon Is the natts
cal tendency to give the same meaning to something in am
other culture as Is has in one's own.

A Mexican friend of mine, after living in the United
Slates for some years, went to the airport to meet his brother.
fresh from Mexico City, and was most embarrassed 51 hen

his brother, in typical Mexican fashion. embraced him and
gave him resounding slaps on the back. My "at:cultured"
Mexican knew what dubious conclusion .1mericans jump to
when they see two Men embrace.

Mexicans make tire same mistake and for the same reason when the American goes to Mexico and never dreams of

giving anyone a warm, friendly embrace. Ile may shake
hands, sometimes not even that. This Ahavior has convinced
many a Nlexican that oorgoc are cold and unfriendly. Hoss
eyes-, when a Mexican observes a Frenchman kissing another
Frenchman on both cheeks, his reaction Is similar to that of
Americans seeing Mexicans embrace. 'that just Isn't the sort
of thing two Mal do! In some cultures, of (nurse, any bodily
contact between men Is taboo. To interpret such actions, then,

you ir us' know enough to put than in their proper eultutal
context.
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What is the importance of dress from one culture to another? Fashion changes rapidly, of course, but one has to
realize its importance at the particular moment. In 1950 a
titan who walked about in downtown Madrid without a coat
and tic was not only considered a barbarian, but could ac-

Jug before or alter or both. For instance, in English, the l'f"

tually be fined. liv now the influx of "crazy tourists" has
but you still are
of the fine, at least
forced a echo; mica]

as the Sante because they have the same function and are
spelled the sante. The phoneme "f," then, has various allophones, but you can't vary ton far or you get into another
phoneme, perhaps "b," "p," or "v."
All languages do not have exactly the same sounds.
Furthermore, certain sounds may belong to one phoneme in
one language and another phoneme in another language.
In English, for instance, we have the two phonemes ''s," as
in "hiss," and "z," as in "his." The difference between the
two sounds is enough to distinguish many pairs of English
words: Meg/lazy, ice/eyes, cussin7cousin. In Spanish both
sounds are used but they belong to a single phoneme. The

not considered quite a gentleman without your tie.
A woman in Spain or lercico in slacks? A few years

ago. never! Now it depends on where. To picnics and for
sports, all right, but not to school, not to shop, not to walk
in the city. Again the restrictions are being relaxed more and
more every year, but now the meaning that a Spaniard or a
Mexican gives to "girl wearing slacks" is quite different from
the meaning an American gives. 'f he American's nr,aning is
neutral: the girl is comfortable, she's relaxed, nothing wrong
with it.

Possibly sonic comment about the proportions of

damsel in question. But the meaning the Spanish or Mexican
male gives Is most likely to elicit grosscomments and pinches.

All ( ?!) young Latin men write poetry. Of course, it is
expected. That is the only meaning the Latin gives to a
young man writing poetry. In the United States, however,
most boys think writing poetry is "sissy." It is not that they
are against poetry, only that their society has built up the
tradition that they are not supposed to like poetry, the same
as they are not supposed to like spinach, wash their hands,
go to school, play with dolls. Adults ere foolish enough to
perpetuate these negative attitudes by repeating them and
thinking they are cute. Actually, many boys are quite fond
of poetry, but not the kind they may learn as poetry In school,
not T. S. Elliot, Gertrude Stela, or The Fog Came in on
Little Cat Feet." To American boys poetry Is the whole spec.
[rum of metaphors, slang expressions, dynamic words, and

in "feel" is not exactly' the same as the "1" in "fool," because the lips spread out anticipating the "ee" or protrude
anticipating the "oo." Vet English speakers are unaware
that there is more than one "f" sound; they think of them

difference is

only allophonic, not phonemic. No pairs of

Spanish words are distinguished by this difference in sounds.
1-he Spanish speaker who fails to understand and make the
distinction between the "s" sound and the "z" sound in Engitsh is likely to say something he doesn't mean: "She took

sonic eves out of the refrigerator." In English the difference

between "cc," in "sheep," and "I," in "ship," is also distinctive, or significant, since it is enough to distinguish two
otherwise identical words: seat/sit, feel/fill, peal/pill, jeep/gip,
eat/it, feet/fit. . . . Again Spanish has only one phoneme,
whose range of allophones never quite reaches such an open
vowel as the English "I" in "bit." The Spanish speaker,
therefore, often pronounces all this range of English sounds

sot tewhat like "ce" in "beet" and, as a result, fails to distinguish a large group of minimal pairs in English,
Phonemes and their boundaries, then, must be learned

circumlocutions strenuously cultivated in their everyday speech.

accurately to communicate. Allophones are not essential;

The only thing is, they don't recognize that all of that is

nice, but not essential. If a foreigner milpronounees an alloy
phone, he will sound like Just that, a foreigner, but he probably won't be misunderstood.
Culture, too, has aspects that the foreigner must learn
unless he is to be misunderstood. We might call these aspects
"culture phonemes" or "cultemes." Culture has ether aspects
that the foreigner may violate with relative safety. the will be
recognized as a foreigner; natives may laugh at b!s "funny
ways," but die chances are they will not get mad at him. We
might call these aspects "culture allophones" or "allocults
A Persian studying in the United States, took out an ex
trumely stout young coed, and, on their very first date, asked

poetry, too.
have seen, then, that false stereotypes can he formed

by judging all of a ruee by a few representatives, by :Ina
lyting a situation superficially, or by interpreting an act ac
cording to the cultural context of one's own rather than the
foreign culture. '[his last category suggests the importance of
knowing what the significant differences are between one culture and another and will lead naturally to our final
phenomenon.
E.

"Cultology": "Cultemes" and "Allocults"

Teaching culture In a language class is difficult because
there seems never to be enough time to teach a systematic
culture course and a language course. Vet, understanding
stun(' parts of the target culture is esscntiahl to understanding
the language itself. We might clarify which aspects arc es.

her to marry him. "How can you know you love me when
you hardly know me? The Persian murmured, ''1 think I
love you because you are so fat." The girl shot out of the
car and slammed the door with every ounce of her weight
behind her. The Persian had goofed a (alhinr. In Persia the
poor arc thin because they don't get as much to cat as they

sential by forming as analogy with phonemes and alto.
phones. A phoneme Is an abstract category of sounds, it
range of fairly close but not identical sounds called allo.

would like. the rich cat well, grow beautifully fat and are

phones. 'f hat is, allophones arc variations within a phoneme.

"ugly."

envied and admired. Fatness belongs to the cellulite "beauti
rut" in Persia. In the United States it belongs to the cultemc

Each specific variant sound, or allophone, that is part of a

A Guinan (eines to the United Slates and continues to

phoneme is different because of the influence of sounds coin-

bow slightly 111(1 'lick his heels as be shakes your hand.
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Those acquainted with European culture immediately spot
hint as a German, but no one minds; they simply note the
cultural phenomenon with interest or indifference. The German has missed an allocult, but has violated no culteme.
Everyone recognizes the heel click as an allocult of the culteme "greeting," along with other variants such as "hello,"
it salute, or it handshake.
.1s a phoneme includes not just one sound but a range
of sounds, so the culteme includes riot a specific act or meaning. but a range of acts or meanings. Breakfast, for instance,
nay take the specific form of coffee, bacon and eggs, toast,
and a glass of orange juice one allocult or specific realiza-

tion of the culteme. Another allocult might be corn flakes
with cream and sugar, coffee, and pineapple juice. A third
allocult could be a breakfast steak, hash brown potatoes,

different shades of meaning when put in a sentence: "He
killed the plant." "He killed the rabbit." "He killed the
spider." "He killed the rattlesnake." If we add more context,
the meaning varies even more:"Using a weed killer, he killed

the insidious plant that was Invading his beautiful lawn."
Or: "Out of spite he sneaked into Mrs. McGillicuddy's yard
one night and killed the beautiful plant that had won her
first prize at the county fair
a rare and valuable black
rose." If we make "man" the object of "kill," then normally
we will have gone Into another culteme: "murder," but not
always, for again the circumstances influence. "The war hero

received a medal for killing thirty-six enemy soldiers in a
heroic battle." "The murderer was hanged for killing a service-station attendant." The "murderer" may be the same

English muffins with honey, wallies and strawberry jam, and

"war hero" and the attendant may have been one of the few
who escaped from the squad, and whose 36 buddies the "war

coffee. A fourth, simply a glass of diet preparation. A fifth,
coffee, corn pone, and chitlins. We could enumerate further

hero" had killed some years earlier! If you belong to a religious sect that believes It immoral to kill any animal, hu-

variations of the culteme "breakfast in the United States," but

man or sub-human, then "to kill a plant" and "to kill a

more significant would be to note that, -iespite its myriad
variations, the culteme does have limits. :f we substitute a
preprandial cocktail, soup, salad, a baked potato, roast

sheep" definitely belong to different cultemes.

chicken, broccoli with cheese sauce, macadamia-nut ice cream,

coffee, and a snifter of brandy, we have left the "breakfast"
culteme and entered the "dinner" one, specifically a rather
elaborate one among many possible dinner allocults. Other
possibilities 'night be 'possum jowls and black-eyed peas or

pica and beer. We are not intimating that no one in the
United Slate:- might eat pizza and beer for breakfast, but any
native of United States culture would recognize a pizza and
beer breakfast is really beyond the pale of that culteme.
(if course breakfast, dinner, and other meals and snacks

belong to a more inclusive category of nourishing yourself.
All have in common the intake of some kind of food. But
this category may also include intravenous feeding, prenatal
feeding through the umbilicus, feeding of plants by root absorption. It would, however, exclucie taking poison, stimulants, or anubiotics, drinking water, or smoking and sword
swallowing, even though these activities may involve some
of the same features as eating dried pumpkin seeds.

Another characteristic common to phonemes and cub
tunes is their dependence on the surroundings; the phonetic
or cultural circumstances. For instance, phonologically, the
distinction tit Spanish between the single tap "r" in pen and

the multiple trilled "n" in porn Is significant only at the

We also know that "horn" without context can conjure
up a number of images; cow's horn, French horn, saddle
horn, horn of plenty, shoe horn, automobile horn, to toot
one's horn, to horn in, and others. The specific meaning of
"horn" depends on context, yet the range is definitely limited;

you can't replace "horn" with "love," or "snail," or "Wall
Street," "Madison Avenue approach,""nuclear physics," or
"programmed learning."
The major problem for anyone going from one culture
to another is to identify cultemes and their boundaries, par
ticularly when a certain allocult belongs to one culteme in
one culture and to another one in the other culture. If the
foreigner mistakenly assumes that the allocult belongs to the
same culteme as in his own country, lie is open ea all kinds
of social errors, like the Persian boy and his chubby American girl friend. In parts of Mexico the gesture for indicating
how tall something is has three definite entwines. The arm
held vertically with the index fiager extended and the rest of
the fingers folded indicated the height of a person. The arm
and hand held horizontally, thumb up and little finger down,
indicates the height of an animal. 'Elie same position, except
with palm down, indicates the height of an inanimate object.
In most countries there Is only one culteme; it includes Incaswing humans, sub-humans, and all other objects, and it has

14-ginning of a syllable.

a single gesture, the last ore described, to express

Spanish arc distinguished by the difference between "r" and

reserved for cows!

"Ir" at the out of a syllable. Therefore, the two so'iiids,

In the United States, hissing in a theater indicates displeasure with the performance. In Hispanic countries it calls
for silence When the performance is about to begin, like

H11(11-41:( Wel tar, Cfol ktII in, MOTO,'
mute, puralparm, alairalaliorrn, treks-re. Al the end of a
syllable the distinction is not significant. No two words in

which arc phonemes when syllable initial arc only allophones

when syllable final. Not only are they mere allophones but
they arc optional variants (usually surrounding sounds dictate is Niue* allophone and there is no choice). Hence, you

We can

readily imagine the laughter and eea anger that one would
cause if he were to measure your dear aunt with the gesture

ishhh" in English. (In the other hand, whistling Iii Spain
indicates Morn and displeasure whereas, in the United States,

can pronounce the "r's" is melt, WA', (lard, etc. with

it Indicates approval. Clearly then, a U. S performer about

either an "r" or an "rr."

to begin his show in Spain would be rather taken aback to

a word may have a
wide range of cultural meaning. Its context will limit and
modify that meaning. "Kill," for instance, takes on slightly

he greeted with hisses if he attributed them to the 5.1111C dis-

pleasure culteme to which they belong In the U. S. The
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III. VALUES OF STUDYING A FOREIGN CULTURE

It 'night be well at this point to list briefly some of the
values of studying another culture:

A. To get rid of ethnocentrism and provincialism by
learning that people can think and act differently and have
different values and still be happy and useful.
B. To get new ideas on eating. thinking. dressing. entertaining. art, literature, etc., to broaden one's scope and inert ,!C one's enjoyment of life.
C. To understand literature, in a description of a Span isth
Mexican !muse, just what is a ca.t.:P440, like' What is
it

like to live on rhe y,fdils pion of a Madrid apartment

house:'

T-.) acquit(' an appro. iation of the Hationship of
language to culinre.
1.
.10 reali/e the impossibility of finding exact
00Jc-ohnts in other lailphtg(S for -backyard.- -peanut butter.- -cake.- -hot dogs.- and other items peculiar to Englisli-

spcoking cnIture, or exact uiniyalcnts {tit such Spanish words
as gozpacho, prop°, piC010, arid prordonor.

1 o tcalire that translations rarely (-allure the
same felling as the original. not only because of the rarity
2.

01 exact equivalents, but also because of the different fee -bag
given by the different phonetic quality and rhythm.

E. To know whether or nut It given individual of die
other culture is behaving rationally. Margaret Mead recalls
an Irish girl who talked Incessantly about leprechauns. To
Nlargarct Mead it seemed an excess of leprechauns, but unfamiliar with the fare points of Irish culture, she questioned
an Irish policeman. -She's nuts!' he decreed. "lie knew.explained Nlargartt Mead, -just how many leprechauns per
square inch of Irish conversation was normal and proper.Not long ago a doctor from a European country was
declared insane by United Sidles courts for murdering his
adultress wife by pouting add on her. A gruesome ease.
which perhaps cm1""t he f"--"ed. but 'night possibly he
plonnei tulturally. For several centuries the Spanish code of
honor not merely permittel but required that a husband. if
dishonored by the promiscuousness of his wife, cleanse. the
slain on his family In nor with the blood of the guilty. parties.
Quire study the 'Tutees- of the Spanish culture of that time
would today. in U. S. Sudety, be pronounced insane as was
the doctor. But pia-hap!, the doctor, like they. was obeying a

f

moral code quite different from the one current in 2thlocentuty
United States of Amcrica. .1 knowledge of his culture would

help to tell us windier or not he was really insane. as well
as whether or not he considered his net as horrify ing as it
was generally considi red in this (011111Ty.
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IV. 110W TO TEACH CULTURE
A.

I) anger s.

'readying i.ulture is fraught with many dangers. The
first is teaching only a part of culture: only Cultureilitfine-

molt. only history and statistics. only anthropology' and
hough It unity be impossible to achieve. we
should at !cast try ,o coy 'r all areas since all contribute to
such. logy.

understanding a-foreign culture.

The second danger involves the oversimplification of
any one of these asp its. literature can stress lists of authors.
storks, and dates rather than reading the works. Music can

lictome a list of «unpostrs' works without listening to the
music. or. it can he listening viith poor equipment .1 music

apprtlidijorl class should ilia he kid in the rtgular
iiioni, but should adjourn to a cowl-liftable salon elluipped
frith ovostuflod furniture and it tarpo. Students should be
to lit- on die floor and relax %slide Iisoining to good
quality records on good quality equipment. ilia! %%mild he a
dlacc, 'Lo lig(11 to tic tiloipliony if
11.11111111 rrrords phy(11 in odd. Irr1%.11 A.V. mai hints is a

inusit uoio,-iresiation
Art. likotisc, can he lists of atti,.. and mocks. or it can

he !taming to parrot that a twain ',Mc of :ill is delightful
hctause teacher says so. If it happens to Ire pruKtnais
amt IrdIriting of the la lit ailing of Saint filth the Baptist,
los smltnis sill !tally iipprctiate it unless the teathtr tan
p:iis id( tonsidt rabic !met:ground on the philosophical and
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religious ideas of those times, on limitations of painting me-

dia. on sirif)olislit. perspectiv, and anatomy. Nutt, even
though students (or teather
proliably ttt.il
tilt Appellate
I is a stork of art. at lea it day trig appreciate the tirtion
stances and mil just cimehnle that d e artist %las rciareled.
Ali can also he annul by shims Mg inferior. tiny rtproi

duttions. ofttn in black and siliite rather than the original
toltirs. Stith reproductions lilt, meful only for res.-ailing details after one has seen and iippreciatoil the original. !Icy
di afrout as much justice to the original as a picture irking
booth does to it beautiliil gill %sht it spits out it shine.
11

I, I). 1111010.

lnhitotnrc,
tall 14 MI tsttti c its sip.irating the
cltinuits
Ittnaissione.
Plattitsipie. 1:hurriglittes(ple. and Itarroyie in Spanish ca
diedrals

by

iiltntifcing roulaltit

arches, band v.tnlls. tIsing 1,ifititssio. .ind the deign nI du,
capitals on the columns.
ie

Si itin.mllot.pologital 'Admit. it sty( ific ii.caneinphathe (plaint. tilt pittmtsiine, the rtgional. chic un-

usual. Spanish culture tan fieccinie Andalusian banns is th

bright rod trappings. stanying Ilionento boot: and Ilittilig
nostrils. guitaritii lith.nios te l',111f10

44 /,rtn htlnrt

hoond stlritlt litaik, flashing eves
(Sc' att (filth,' and
suppttioil by inqiiisitotial foisus of (11.11,twoing Jr, ;01.
I lit ("r1 I 111.1r1, hart their tliariler in the Biiitoil Iv,] I,rlrr-

In

/icon school and the French in the Normandy aprons and

two is that many foreign language students drop out early

hrmillabmisst school,

and miss culture entirely.

The history-statistics approach has several pitfalls, too.
If poorly organized and timed, a course in "Modern Spanish
Ilistory and Civilization" can start. with the cave painting of
Altamira and wind up on the last day with Columbus about
to discover America. 0: it can consist of memorizing incidental bits of information without any particular integration

Finally, studying a culture in its entirety is a more integrated and satisfying experience than studying any one
isolated phase. Undeniably some learning situations .ran
break down the task into simpler elements to be practiced

with ideas,

art, or history: "Peninsular Spain contains

189,945 square miles." flow many people know how much
territory that is? -Spain, the second highest country in Europe, has an average altitude of 600 meters."
These, then, are sonic of the ways not to teach culture,
but obviously something must be said about how to teach it,
There seems to be a number of reasons for beginning to study

all phases of a culture at the same time that you begin to
study the language phase. Since language Is one, if not the
most important asiocet of culture, and since only through
language do people discuss their own and other cultures,
clearly language reflects the other aspects of the culture and
the attitude of its people toward the world and toward their
own corner of the world. So close Is the relationship that
often the Izolguage can't he interpreted if you don't grasp its
"cultemic" context. The delicate use of verbal forms of politeness - dor), senor, su cvccicncia, and usird, in Spanish, or
"Mr.,- "sir," "your honor," "r(...erend," and your maj-

esty.-' in English - arc inextricably hound to non-verbal
forms, such as the handshake, the embrace, the pat on the
shoulder, the slap on the back, the military salute, kissing
the hand, the lips, or the priest's robe, touching cheeks,
kneeling, prostrating yourself or closing your eyes when
sonic dignitary passes, rubbing noses. . . Both the verbal
and non-verbal forms depend on the relationship of one Ic.rs
son to another. A grammatically correct form, used to the
wrong person, would communicate something you didn't Intend at all. The unsophisticated secretary, who thought she
was being friendly by greeting her reserved old German employer with a slap on the back and a jolly "III, bossman!",

was looking for another job rather soon. The "bossman",
and most of us, think she was being forward. To avoid the
mistakes that lurk in the application of one's own cultural
concepts to interpret foreign words and acts, we must know
(C11/3111 facts about that culture and we must know them immediately.
A second reason for studying culture from the beginning

separately before eventually combining them. In swimmiag,
for instance, to practice the leg kick alone allows the learner
to concentrate on perfecting that movement before combin ng

it with the arm stroke and breathing. In other situations,
however, phases depend on one another, and the two have
to progress together. This seems to be so in language learning with its many facets and with its relationship to the rest
of culture. For instance, we can't allow reading and writing
to lag too far behind listening and speaking or he learner
will begin to form his own notion of what the word should
look like, it notion based on the graphemes of his nat ve
language and one that eventually will cause interference when

he finally learns how the words really look. Furthermo -e,
delaying the presentation of the written form doesn't seem to
solve the problem of native-grapheme values affecting the
pronunciation, and may be more of a handicap than a help.
The same way, many "cultemes" must be presented at the
same time as certain elements of the language because proper
interpretation and correct use of the language forms depe id
on the cultural circumstances.

The next step is how to start. First, systematically. If a
is not annotated, the teacher must go through it sort ewhat In advance and locate the places where lack of "cultemic" information would cause a breakdown in corn preheatsi D/I and/or the ability to choose the correct grammatical
forms. if thn text is annotated, the teacher must still prepa re
the lesson far enough ahead to collect whatever realia
available and helpful in making the point.
In this systematic plan "cultemes" are a must, just as
phonemes are a must In the phonology phase. because both
arc directly Mated to meaning. A "cultone should 111/1-ti
slip by withouc explanation. Then, if there is time, give whatever you can afford to "allocults."
Second, the approach should he comparative, flow dots
the target culture differ from the learner's own culture' Since
no one knows all about any culture, even his own, perhaps
the best way to begin the comparative approach is to make
text

tine, student 11101C aware of his own culture, make hint expos:

and analyze his own covert behavior to better equip Idin to
of the foreign language exposure is simply to allow the stu- contrast his and die taro culture. One way of bringing dm
dent to begin enjoying the benefits immediately, particularly covert into the on is to form series of questions.
the freedom from ethnocentrism, freedom from the tight little
1. Who Is the boss In your family? Always? Only In
c of judging other behavior solely by the absolute pattern certain things or In everything? Does one parent consider
of his own culture as if that culture were universal. A corol- himself boss yet the other often Is? Are all families in ycnii
lary ,o this reason and a parallel to FLES would be to start culture set up the same? Is your family typical? Do you
e in the elementary school: to catch the child before Ile know any family that has a different arrangement? Di, you
has acquired the hard shell of prejudice thrit is so difficult think their ar rangement is "wrong'? Why?
to break thtough later on. This Is the same way we teach a
2. Do you think the average parson In your culture Is
patient or Impatient? What examples can you give to support
child another language before his native-language habits
form so hard a shell that It will intetfere more with the sec- your opinion? Are there any indications to make you believe
the contrary? Is patience a virme?Always? Can you think of
ond-language patterns.
A third reason fo: not postponing culture for a year or any circumstances where patience might be a vice? Are some
s
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people in your culture more patient than odiemti ? Are people
either patient or impatient, or are they sometimes patient and

gradually become less egocentric and less ethnocentric. When

sometimes impatient?

"culture shock" will be much less severe than it !night be had
they [ever left the nest. 'I'hat final step, -cur plan', is, of course,

What do you consider virtues?(Possibly offer a list:
pride, independence, arrogance, honesty, etc.) What do you
consider vices? Is everything either a virtue or a vice? Always? Can an excess of virtue ever become a vice? What do
you think about a "white lie"?
3.

4. What traits do you admire? (physical strength, Intelligence, wit, good looks, quickness. athletic ability, determi-

nation, ambition ...) What traits do you dislike?
5. What Jobs or professions do you admire? (pilot,
engineer, artist, actor, acrobat, carpenter, salesman, teacher,
politician, lawyer, plumber. . .) Why do you admire the
ones you chose' Which jolts do you think are inferior? VIly?
if you were boss in a big office, would you consider your
secretary inferior? Does a secretary do some jobs that the
boss might not be able to do? Are there superior, mediocre.
and inferior people in every job? How do you get to be superior in whatever job you choose? Is it good .o) get so much
better than your friends or colleagues that it might make
them jealous? Do you get irked when someone you know is
altvays right? Do yuu keep it a secret when you get a particularly good grade? Do you keep it a secret when you get
a particularly. had grade? Why?
6. Do you think you would ever like to live in another
country? Why? Permanently? Do you think your country is
the best in the world? Why? Do other countries have anything that you wish were here? What? Is there anything about
your country you think needs improvement? Do you think
people In other countries would all like to come to your
country to live.' Is there anything in your countly that might
[mike a lore igner hesitate to carne here to live? What.'

'These are only a kw sample series. Others could easily

be !nude up about other aspeds of culture to touch oil the
analytic process. Another way to bring about the awareness
of culture is to expose children to dificrcnt
of
course. requires indoctrination of parents. Have children visit
their friends overnight. Such a simple and brief exposure is
the first step to slim) ing many small diffetences klieg:en families even within the saint (ilium:. "I be nod sltp Is to expose

flan' to longer visits and to friends iu other tines. 'Hwy will

they reach the find step and go to a foreign country, the

the only real way to learn a culture. All students, whether
foreign language students or not, should be urged to take
advantage of the increasing number of well planned and
chaperoned programs abroad. Of c )urse, if you know a family' abroad, you can arrange visits and exchanges yourself.
NI any teachers say that literature conies next to living
abroad as a source of cultural experience. *Ile statement is
no doubt basically true, because few of us can become acquainted with all cultures on location," and are obliged to
get to know them by vicarious experiences such as literature.
however, we must be careful of literature because more often
than not it presents the unusual, the atypical; after all, ordi-

nary, drab, everyday events don't make the best reading.
therefore, literature isn't always representative because it is
the artistic interpretation of one person, open a social deviate.

In using literature, then, as a source of cultural understanding. the teacher inust pick good literature and then carefully
point out any aberrations and exaggerations. She should

avoid using literature just for its sociological value if it

is

mediocre.

In the presentation of cultural material, since the goal is
just as much to create proper attitudes and foster thought as
it is to teach incidental facts, the teacher must be extremely
careful to avoid value judgments.
Finally, what specific cultural facts does one teaeh?First,
it would seem an elementary knowledge of the geography of
the country being studied would be essential to the most basic
understanding of the culture. Then, some idea of the history
is soon necessary- to relate the various facts about politics.
art. and music to each other in rime. To teach literature. for
instance. without relating it to what carne before and after
and without pointing out its cenoection with the other arts.

with history and sociology, is to teach it In a vacuum and
rob it of much of its meaning.
Aker all the aforementioned duties have been dispatched.

then comes the body of facts: the "cultemes" and the "aliocults" that need to be pointed out and explained. The following iwition of this man,' ial is i111 illustration of this sort of
information.
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CULTURAL CONCEPTS

1.

.A1CA'ArilA/ES (APODOS, SOBRENOMBRES)

Concept to be found In the following texts:

It, Rinehart, and Winston, Entendcr y Ifablar

Unit 1, p. 2, line 4*

Encyclopaedia B ritann Ica, La Familia Ferncindez:

Lesson 1, Dialogue p. 3

Unit 1, p.3 and Unit 4, p. 25

Ilarcourt, Brace and World, A-IM Spanish
Other:

In English we often call our friends by a nickname in-

stead of using their real name: Bill for William, Tom for
1 hennas, Joe for Joseph, 1101y for ENiabth.Dot for Dorothy.

Char for Charlene We can also shorten last names: Mac
for MacDonald, Buck for Buckman, Rema for Remaiore,
Ram for Ramirez. We often say, -Ills name is Kenneth, but
we call him Ken for short.' .lost English nicknames arc
culling off the last part Spanish cuts off not
shortened
only the last part but often the first pan or the middle part.

Sometiints the nickname looks quite different from the original name. Often several nicknames an possible. Strangely,
both English and Spanish often Ittogiluor a !Wile alter hating
first shortened it: Itoberl to lioh to Robby, Ignalik's ur Ig to
lggy, James to Jim to Jininly..Idding the .1 in English gilts
the name a mote Intimate time. In Spanish often
is
.0t/te.
iejle. and 9ilar endings.
less frequently ///o.
Volk% ing is a list of common Spanish first names and their
riot, s nit k !la Ines:

!OEN

Alejandro: Alex

Antonio: Antall°, lono. furiito, "taco
Bomfacio: Boni

Carlos: Carlicos
Cavetano: 'Fano
Ciriaeo:

Rthroms are no ahausu,t
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IS

Cristobal: Tobal, Tobalito

Jose: Joseito, Josefito, Josefito,
Joselito, Joselillo, Pepe,
Pepito, Pepillo, Chepe, Chepito
Juan: Juanilo, Juancho, Juanillo

Diego: Dicgonto
Enrique: Enriquito, (lode°
Federico: Fede, Fcderiquito, Lico
Francisco: Paco, Paquito, Pancho,
Panchito, Era sco, Frasquito,

Ignacio: Nacho
Lorenzo: Loren, Lencho

Manuel: Manolo, Manolito

l'acorro, Curro, Farruco
Gives Ginesito, Sito

Miguel: M iguelito

Cut Homo: Gui Hermit°, Menlo
Gregor lo: Goyo
Jaime: J aiun ito
Jesus: Chucho, Clout, Chuy

Pablo: Pablito
Pedro: Perico, Periquito, l'eriquillo
Roberto: llobertito, Rerto, ileto, Tito

WOMEN

Jesusa: Jesusita, Chucha, Chuchita,

Ana: Anita, Nita

Chuy, Churl

Beatriz: Betty, Bet('

Carmen: Ca runencita, C annela,
Carmelucha
Catalina: Cara, Catantt, Catia,
Catuja, Catujita, Catuca
Concepcion: Concha, Conchita,
Cota
Dolores: Dolorcitas, Dolorituts,

josefa: Josefina, Nina, Pepa, Pepita,

Lolita
Francisca: Paca, Paquita, Pancha,
Panchita, Frasca, Frasquita,
Pacorra, Curra, Farruca

aruja
Mariucha,
Maria del Carmen: Maricarnien
Maria Isabel: Maribel
Maria de la Luz: Luci.cita, Luella
Maria Teresa: NI ant:
Maria Blanca: MariblanCil

Pepilla

Juana: J uanita, Juanilla
Lenora: Nora
Louisa: Luisita
1 argot rim: Rita

Maria: Mariquita,

Gertrudis: Tula
Craciela: (Aida
Guadalupe: Lupe, Lupita

Roberta: Berta
Rufina: I Ina
Teresa: 'Fere

Isabelita, Belisa, Bela,
lielica, Clianibcla, Cliavela

2.

TU AND US TED

Concept to be found in the following texts:

llolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Enkrukr y

Mau.

Unit 1, p. 4

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferndidez:

Lesson 1, p. 3, line 13
Lesson 1, p. 6, part 3, line 3
Lesson 2, p. 9

Harcourt, Brace and World, AIM Spanish:

Unit 1, pp. 1 and 3

Other:

Generally you should use hi when you would use the
first name of a person and use listed when you would use

"Mr.

,""Mrs.

"or "Miss

In school use the h; with your schoolmates, but wird with
your teachers. Later, in college, you may start out using
usted with classmates that you've just mec"ct6mo esla usle4
Note Actual usage re sontelshat more complicated. Though In most families
children use hi so each parent, in some more formal ones, the) use
iota in old families a
ma) e'en use 10 fed so out pattut and

ni ki the other. This mat happen *hen he kris mote Intimate all
one parent thar. the other. Someone might also use is so an aunt or
uncle that he WS often and knows ell. but it .trd to another that he
seldom sees and doesn't feel familial alit,
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senorlfa Paltneki?" Usually college students soon fall into
the more familiar hi plus the first name. "rVOrno (skis hi,
Vittoria?" An adult always uses hi to a child, a child always uses

relativ cs.

wird to adults, except to his parents or other close

In comparing this usage with Eng list' we find that in

raordt s. raft /7110,1? or Serirrr y
1150,/(,' q1(()?tf,(71

nglish We say -!""1" to one person.

Why are you riding my bike, Brad? Can't you ride

rza,

Delicate distinctions can be made by the choice of hi or

your own?

/Leh d.

.1 parent may, abnormally, use

u.shd

to a chid to

show displeasure, as when a mother in English uses the full
formal name of her child when she is angry with him, e.g..

We use the same "you- for more than one person, e.g.,
Hey, you guys; are you going to the game this afternoon?

-Mark Gregory Burns, you put down that ball and make

We also use the same word to close friends and to new
acquaintances, to people the same age or younger or older.
"You" is the only word we use for this reference.
Spanish has three such words:
a. ha - singular familiar "you" when speaking to

your bed right nowt.", instead of the firailiar "Markey,would
you make your bed, please?" In the first case the Spanishspeaking mother might use the formal usted rather than the
familiar hi.
There is often a delicate period before two people changed from res/«/ to M, as in English before you change from

one person that you know well and are familiar
with, e.g., r. Tr;
b.

u l(d even though he starts using M.
Often, when in doubt as to which form will be acceptable

to the other party. someone will simply suggest that they

e pfi rum, 11 ;air Corso?

Eshi u.s
c.

"Mr. Snyder- to lack". Or a girl may suggest to a boy
that she doesn't want his attentions by continuing to use

illt r rrrn. Rau /:'

tofu/ - singular formal _,.. "youl- when speaking to
one person you don't koow familiarly, to a new acquaintance. or to an older, respected person, e.g.,

ustedes - plural both familiar and formal = used

e.g., c'Por qu; no 1111.5 tut( a nio. ? or i'nnio, rr
smrt to
lrrlrnruua. The verb /alone means to use the familiar form of
address. There is no such verb form for ust,d.

when speaking to more than one person whether you
know them well or not, e.g., Prrbrar ainoA. c.c.s trin

3. HOMES IN HISPANIC COUNTRIES - HOUSES, APARTMENTS, YARDS
Concept to be found in the following texts:

Unit 1, p.6
lessons 1, 2, 3, 9, and 38

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Er/harr) //obkrr
Encyclopaedia B ritan nica, La Familia Ferneindet:
Harcourt, Brace and World, .1-L.11 Spanich:
Other:

N, Of

to 1,10,011 And st-I1,1A1 Spoim poled, is 11.011 nuts 1,, itIptt
0,1 1111.1i,it
I
1.14!. I ,,lor. 1 11!
f.i,116
11011,, (
15,1. h, .',.'rhea
in tr
In Sidoli01 reol,r14
I

IF,

11,,H

Unit 4

(1

t, .1,0.. and il.t r1.4,11 rd 1,11,
fj

I. I
17

Houses in Hispanic countries are not necessarily built
as they are in California, with the house set in the middle of
the lot and a big front and back yard. Nlore frequently in
Mexico the front wail of the house conies right to the sidewalk. The garden behind is usually surrounded by a high
adobe wall, often with broken glass imbedded in the top to
discourage climbing over. Sometimes the house coinpletely
encloses the lot, leaving it courtyard or patio in the center.
'This way they use the whole lot efficiently and enjoy complete privacy. On the other hand the appearance of houses
from the street may be more severe than in California 'because there are no lawns or gardens outside and there is no
setback.

In Madrid, Spain, almost everyone lives in apartments
or piso.c. The apartment buildings have ten or fifteen stories.
Children play on the sidewalks or in parks nearby. Of course
there are many styles of houses both in the city and in the
country and they vary somewhat front region to region as
they do in styles of houses in different parts
the United

States, However, the t pica! California house is not the usual
design in Spanish-speaking countries.
Suggested Classroom Activities

Here the teacher might choose to give a general idea of
houses by Mowing slides of:
1. A low-, middle-, and high-class house In California,

as a basis of comparison and to make students conscious of the various levels within their own society.
2. A low-, middle-, andupper-classhouseinMexicoCity.

3. A low-, middle., and upper-class house in Madrid.
4.

1 few country houses from various regions of Spain
and Mexico or other Latin American countries.

Have each student draw a sketch of it "typical" Mexican or
Spanish home and another of a typical home in the United
States. Pictures may be supplied from magazines or other
sources if they prefer not to draw.

4. SURNAME (FORMATION AND USE 01)
Concept to be found in the following texts:

lloIt, Rinehart, and Winston, Ethndir y

Unit 2, p. 10, line 20
Lesson 9, p. 54
Lesson 24, p. 162, Ex. 24E
Unit 1, p. 1

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferncindez:

I la rem, rt, Brace and World, A-Lif Sprinic
Other:

In English you generally have a first, a middle, and a
last MUM. Your last name. (SlIfIlith.e or family name) is

your father's last name. In Spanish, though you may have
more, you generally have one given v uric, or nomine de
pilr: and two apelledo,
1.

.Vrulm dr /0/u - Rchl

2.

Father's apellido - Lope;

3.

Mother's re

Men you arc 1+ 2 + 3,
or Rqpie //,',./0e,-iffl

AI

Ilreh -

You inay be called uuot 1,61,( ; or sriior b;pi; ibiria but
you arc never just se Tint Mr(

If you are talking to Jut info Remit rob r ,lbto1/0(.:- or
just looking him up in the phone hook, you most look under
Birlifti (Oat'. 110I M(11/1111,7.

Many non-Spanish-speakers make mistakes by using the
mother's last name.

Srtaisli speakers often make the reverse mistake with
English names such as John Stott hones. They assume shah
as in Spanish. John Is the first name. Scott the father's
(1,,. and Jones the mother's opt /6,1,k. fhey call you sir ro.,r
Seal/. the dok puts the film you take to be des el, pe-el wider
S. avid, if yon aren't rarebit ni tell hint your full name. he
May MN( r 10( o.te your NM!
\\11(11 a girl gets marrif.A1 in an English-speaking country.
she usu illy drops fit r nun last name and uses her hni,ar,d's,
e.g.. (:ynthil Callum marries Carl Schulr and lexonic Mrs
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Cynthia Schulz (Mrs. Carl Shu ). Sometimes, of course,
women do keep their own last name as is middle name (or
just use the initial) and sign Cynthia Carlene) Schulz, or
Cynthia C. Schulz.

In a Spanish-speaking country a girl altruys keeps her
halter's name and adds her husband's with di. She usually
drops her mother's rodlido to keep the name from getting
too long.

/" c,1,
2.

Father's (ipe/iirb, -

3.

:clother's amgie/o - purr,

lei s

A daughter, Can, it. would be Co m

but the daugbter's, if

The suit's mate W01.1!(1 llCver

she married, would change ,ts follows:

Crnvnnr trim; Pe-It: married Prolollo Sou;
and becomes l'oth0 1.4pcz- 4,1c Sain; (). Briar).

pine; Ctrs! re, marries; Dicf.,,,) ir;,,),r; Mot/it
(.5( 1.00 le;10; or le;pc; .110, in)

r

Cr,

and she becomes
Coro/biee Parr; dr 11;10,; (.110? in)."

She is referred to
as 10 siiio /Y./ de

1,41,7 (Morin). °or

At this point the teacher May bare everybody iii the
class figure out what their name would he in a Spanish.
speaking country and what the names of the other members
of their family would he. Use the following formulas:

just as Ire .s1 Twin

bipi;

(II

Their own names - t;iven name (notidtto de pibt)

ft'

lher'S pr 1/41

Now los senores Lopez (Mr. and Mrs. Lopez) give their
children 00101,r(8 dt pill, then add the father's 01011010 which

is ifint;. and also add the mother's up( Mho which is Pe'riz.
A son, Carlos, then, would be:

2.

Their brother's or sister's ( if unmarried) names - same
its =1 above

3.

Ihcir Illa I ries! sister's !mine - (rivet) name I rde,m
)

5.

Vu-

rtiot Mel

+

1-;tiber's (IP( Ihelt,

e

eh

)1n `,11;ind's op( /14,1.

TITLES OF et D !MSS RESPECT

Concept to he found in the follc,wing texts:

I' nit 2, p. 10, line 8

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Eritemie o 1101,10,
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferndnde:::
Ilarcourt, Brace and World. ..1-11f Spanish:
1

Other:

Note that generally se nor senora, seriorila, sdiorito,
:apitein, doctor, profesor, fray, sor, don, doiia, and other
titles are written with a small letter. Their abbreviations, however, are, as In English, capitalized: Sr., Sra., Srfa., D., Da.

Except for don, data, fray, sor (the last two are religious:
friar and sister), these titles arc normally used with the last
name. Don and dona arc titles of respect used only with
persons of some distinction. You might call Eliodoro Pircz
Castro, your school principal, either seplor Pirez or don
F'lirre/ores. A hit more formal would be
Crash and
(Airline fcrnnality alight elicit Si.
EhrlI101r, P:11; 01110.
It is not It UDC
use two titltsof respect: Sr. pi of(
Sr.

loe tor Ekp00,,,e flon'' Is nts-tr used for the

C/1(1 Mall bect/IIICS 1%011111y and trios it) 111,1k1: 11(1)16 call him

don. Another character remarks disdainfully: "A illesfnrrn
d 'don' coma a fesucristo dos pistolas.""The title don fits
hint like two pistols fit Jesus Christ."
The use of senorita varies. his Spain it may 111C011 simply
a young man, or lore!, with the same relationship to vinor
Thal suiorikt has to setiora. lion ever, depending on the eon .

let, it may also refer to a well -to do. perhaps spoiled, 141.
haps a bit overcIegant young Man. One Spaniard said "A
solorito is a buy who goes out to play SC/CCU with his coat
and tic on." .11most 0(1\1511(15 in Ihtro.luruic,i the 11. 1111
should be ,nailed sine( it lilt An. .111 Olkiiiirhot inan..uid its
trsc in

111,411

111.1i

1w111(1

it

enough to prososa a light

ndistinguishvd. In a Spanish
pamsa nose!, is low-class. ignorant

6. MEANING 01'7111; 7ERAI -,V0170SConcept to he found in the following texts

Hatt,:
Holt, Rinchart, and 11'inston, Ent,
Encyclopaedia Britannica. la
Fernlindez:
Ilatopurt, Brace and NVorld. ,1 1.11 Spanish:

Unit 3, p. 18, lint

fiber.
t
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English distinguishes closely the degrees of friendship

mrin after the boy has asked the girl to marry him, she

between a buy and a gill. They are "just friends," -girl

has accepted. ;old the parents have also agreed. Since notioN

friends or buy friends," "going steady (son
"pinpin''I gligcd ( (00,,pioatiiidos or 11011o.$)". In Spit ish
ned.
norm and 'Jolla indicate a formal arrangement. People are

is still used for some time after the marriage, it may also
mean "newlyweds (ret tin easailos)," ;rot' io means "bridegroom," and ma*/ -bride.-

7. STREET ADDRESSES
Concept to he found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entender y Habla
Encyclopaedia Britaimica, La Familia Fernandez:

Unit 5, p. 34, lines 2.3
Cue Sheet 54a

Harcourt, Brace and World, AI! Spanish:
Other:

English puts the house number before the street name:
546 Century Drive. Spanish !nits die number after: Brillante,

:titer the street, then the city, urea the state.

82. 'the comma is optional. In Spanish cities, where many
people live in apartment houses, the a pintinent number will
follow the house or building number: 6'8.
means

Fob ril, or Federal Dist] let, which, like the District of Co
lumina in the United States is the seat of the federal government and belongs to no state. Afier the state, if you are sending the letter Iron) another country. you Inn the name of the
country to which you are sending it. A Mexican address

:Mexico has 29 states. two territories, and the Diilrilo

sixth floor" and "B" indicates winch apartment on the sixth
floor. Usually there arc two or four. If only two. instead of
using "A" and -lt" they may use kNeeimht (on the left. as
you come up the stairs or get out of the elevator) and
( on the right). These words are often abbreviated

[night lie:

re(het

Senorita Maricarmen Mendoza

and

Pt)

Dr h. or 1;e117. it ad De her. respectively. Mrdrloolorb,,

Cot !',v'

would await 52 Maldonado Street, apartment Ii 011 the sixth

llrr

M 1:5 I.(

floor.

Following Ike street you put the city, just as in the
United States. in Spain. if it is a large city. tint is enongli
adrid. lint. if it is a small village. it is wise to put the provinu as well.
Spain has 47 provinces 011 the peninsula itself. It has
one more prOVillee formed by the Ralealk Isles, two more
by the Canary Islands, and hair more in her African possessions: Ifni. Spanish Sahara, "(wand(' Poo. and Ilia
In Mexico many of the larger cities are divided into sections (ailed rolr,nia You put die Aomi ;Odra-elated

0. boxes are denoted as

1 hob,.

Suggested Classroom Activities

Cive four sets of information for addresses.

Students should rearrange the data correctly In three of the
four sets to indicate understanding and ability to use this
concept.

.
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8.

SOCIAL AMEN/ TIES

Handshake A

Ilene !Wed su casa.

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Enlender y Hablar.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
Harcourt, Bra:e and World, AIM Spanish:

Unit 5, p. 38, cony. 3
Lessons 9, 23, 28, Cue Sheets 1, 6 and 7
Unit 14

Other:

When referring to their home, Spanish speakers generally add A /if MIR^ Ud. an rasa ( This is your home), assuring
you that you'll be welcome there anytime, just as if it were
your own house. 'the formality is often exaggerated, of
course, just as when we t-i; a casual acquaintance to make
himself at home, i.e., we would be shocked and annoyed if
the acquaintance took us literally and began helping himself
9.

ORGA.AIZA TIO.N OF HISPA.NIC SCHOOLS

to a snack from the refrigerator and snooping in the desk
drawers.
Useful practice

Dramatic play of a guest arriving at your home and
the social amenities that follow his entrance.

"Junior High School Student"

Concept to be found in the following texts:

yHablar..
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entender.

Unit 5, p. 39, cony. 5

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez"
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-Litf Spanish:
Other:

just as the educational system varies somewhat in the
United States, even within a single state, so it varies from one

Spanish-speaking country to another. Thus it is difficult to
designate ;in exact equivalent for such terms as -junior high
school- and -junior college.- Furthermore, several educa-

tional routes are open to a student in a Spanish- speaking
country just as in the United States. As an example, let's
look briefly at the educational system of Spain. The chart
Inlow shows the most usual patterns of Spanish education,
which is obligatory from age 10-14.
After pre-school and elementary, it student goes to secondary. divided into two phases. 4 years and 2 years, some-

ulna: as many school districts in the United States have
junior and senior high. At the end of each level, students
Must pass a 'nada, or comprehensive examination covering everything they have studied in that school. The reveilida
motivates the student to learn for eternity, and to assimilate

and remember the material, rather than merely amassing
Units. At the end of each level he also receives a Bachilbrato,

the equivalent to a junior and senior high diploma. If the
student plans to attend the university, he mnst then go for a
scar to tile hi /Mil II 0/(IfirJ. where he Icarus to study without
the constant guidance he enjoyed In secondary. Spain has no
junior colleges or colleges. All higher learning Is done at the
universities, which arc quite similar to United States unh
versiths. except that all students in the same major, or ear.
11101. take almost the same courses at the same time. 1 heir
electives arc few. 1 he 3 Spanish state universities offer a
tcarimum of 7 departments, called fittutiorles, shown on the
(halt. Hots ever, only the University of Madrid offers all

completion the student receives the Lice 'Oa lit 'it, analogous
to our Masters Degree. He may then continue for the Doctors
Degree, which usually takes at least two years.
This is the "classic- education, but the student has
many other choices. As the chart shows, he may take the
1,haral route, along which he studies fewer of the classic

subjects such as Latin, Greek, and ancient history, and inure
of the practical subjects, such as agriculture, animal husband
ry, or mining. Most Laboral graduates leave school at the
end of secondary, but they may go on to the university, or
they may go to one of the 6 Visits ;Wad( laharah v. where
they probe deeper into the practical subjects they studied in
secondary.
A student may also choose the E.esti la
itikr the
first level of secondary. These schools produce tedmicians,
called pnito., in such fields as industry, communications,
forestry, aeronautics, topography, etc. lf, after finishing secondary, the student wants to go on to higher education. he
goes to the Ecembrs- Trnri^ac rh Crud° Sup( 11.01, Wilkh are
on the university campuses and are essentially the same as
the Faeteltades. The difference Is they are called Escudos and
teach non-academic subjects: various types of engineering,
architecture, etc.

A student may also elect the /..'o to to dr 31agi,i1 cis, and

become an elementary teacher with the equivalent of high
school training. A secondary teiseher must have a /1«,aig.
hum In Ch-nria.c or Titocrliiiy Lauri plus education courses,
called pedagogth.

Besides these, many special schools arc available: con

seven. SOUK' offer 6. 5, or 4, and even the smallest ones offer

servatories of music, art aid drama schools. schools for

at least 3: Fiboopt 1. blur,. 0(10114. and Mitilm. Most

diplomacy, psychology, languages, journalism: for invalids.
deaf mutes, the blind, and the mentally deficient. Even such

of the friffliff% take 5 years, but medicine takes 6. Upon
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highly specialized schools as one in Madrid for the cleaning
and restoration of old paintings.
Teachers at ill levels compete or their positions with other
candidates in the aims/War/cc. Those who come out highest
in these grueling examinatio,s get the job. Those who fail
stmly further and n y again next year. Because salaries are
low, most teachers, at all levels, have extra jobs Spanish
"moonlighters."
In elementary schools boys and girls must, by law, be
separated into different classes. Religion is a regular part of
the curriculum. If you aren't Catholic you aren't persecuted,
however, and you may be excused from the religion classes.
As every classroom in the United States ha.: a flag, every

a college is a caleibri tico and has tenure. In Mexico the limitation of inacs110 is not so strict, but it is still more respectful
to use proles() r in secondary and higher education. A careful
distinction is a matter of tact, as in the United States, the
distinction between "M r." and "1/r."
Ca/egio has nothing to do with "college." It is a private
elementary or secondary school. A public elementary school

an ( scuclu and a public seco dary school is an Ins Wu lei.
All higher learning is rurirrrsidad. It is, therefore, incorrect
and misleading to refer to a state college as a cohgio. If you
do, a native Spanish speaker will think you arc referring to
an elementary or a secondary school.
Erten Nil has nothing to do with "faculty," which is pro.
Jisoror/o. Earn Nil is a department, division, or school of a

Spanish classroom has a statue of Christ on the cross and
a picture of Franco. School Is held Monday through Saturday usually with Wednesday and Saturday afternoons free.
When a student recites, he stands up, and when the teacher

university such as Ia Fa rultad do Filosofia y LiIra.s.
Birch rah) has nothing to do with B.A. or Bachelors
Degree. It is rather a high school diploma. There is nothing
exactly equivalent to the 11..1. unless it is the ficou natera.
This degree, however, may he closer In some cases to the

enters the room, the entire class rises to show respect.

Spain has a great many private school a Which range
from moderate to extremely expensive, such a S $1000 a year.

NI.A. or Masters Degree.
Asith'r 0 Ia 1,1111(1(1 - "to attend school." Never use
ahndrr.
:1(hr/bash-at/a,- doesn't have the prestige of "ad minis ra-

In all schools the student must buy his own hooks, paper,
pencils, briefcase, etc. Because many children are bussed to
school, man) have lunch and a siesta there rather than going home for lunch.

tor" in English. An adndinicliadoi is more like a business

.1 few vocabulary distinctions:

secretary or an accountant.
Dill (far Is a school principal. The term Dirretar holds
far greater prestige than adathattradar.

.1hir,aa refers only to elementary teachers. Secondary
and college teachers are profesores, and a full professor in

Est el ins > rudua(/0s

Ensenanzo superior;
(ca.18-ca.22 Licenciaturo)
Al re nit t

Esau la 7cini(u di Crud° Sup( nil
(18.21 0 22 aims)

(to

(17)
Ensritnriza int-dia..

(1146 o 17)

110i kith /oh) Ginital Sulu for
(C(entios o Letros, 15.16 (rhos)
Brt(hillrruro Crorrot Eli lot Wolf

d( Cri010 Mani ( 15.17 0Ttns)

(11.14 iiiierA)

Ensriianza (It incittal

(6.10 alms)

Rig( /IA 1 (au bthrHt Eli morlfrl

Eit to'

flc .11 eight( ir) (15-17 filio.c)

(11.15 aims)
Pt( ir r, ler
(2.5 (IT/or)

tri4 fri ri Sop( iror

10,

Con t ',din! Lahutrrl
(18.

(1617 oriedt)
Pr merit 1,i/at

)

(18)
Ibrit e+ iilred

btu-now(' elemental - 4 a iros

ciciuentaiv.

Ensr;anza media - 6 a 7 airos =secondary: junior high and 'high.
Preunrerrsitario - 1 alto - no equivalent, kind of prep school.
Enscrionza superior - 5 o 6 aims: college or university; includes ('nit ersidad C.4 Escudos Tichniros dr Grado
Superior.
Bado//i rata Grip( rat = junior and senior high, college prep.

Rai4i/lt or/a /..aharat = junior and senior high. non-m- 4(1(110(A fidds: 1, op/in/a xonmft-,i;r = agriculture and
animal husbandry. 2. industrial y ruittrro industry and tilint..g. 3. tnathioto.pestiurra maritime and
adm intstra non.
fishing. 4. admirristratit
22

2 t)

Escuela Tecnica de Crado Medio -3 anos - high school. Trains skilled laborers in trades.
Escuela Tecnica de Crado Superior - 4 o 5 aiios ,- college and university training in non-academic fields;
engineering, architecture, communications.
Eq-ucla de Magi's terio 3 altos = high school, normal school to train elementary teachers.

indefinite number of years for
Universidad - 5 o 6 aims - licenciatura - Bachelors Degree or Masters
Doctorado = Doctorate. 7 Academic fields: 1. Fi/osofth y L.r(ras = language, literature, philosophy, history,
Ciincias = physics, mathematics, natural sciences, chemistry 3. Cu ncia,t PolNas )' Ecopedagogy.
Fa rat acia =
ica s = political science and economics, 4. :Vedic:tat = medicine. 5. Dt Oro = law.
Pharmacy. 7. Udcrinarirr = veterinary tnerbeine.

10. EATING HOURS IX SPANISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES - eComcs a las done o a to iota?
Concept to be found in the following texts:

Unit 6, p. 46, line 13
Lessons 6,2 ), 30
Unit 3
Unit 4 Recombination Reading Narrative

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entender y Ilublar
Encyclopaedia B ritannica, La Familia Ferneindee
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-L.11 Spanish:
Other:
11(..0)'1100

(mu( rzo

Eating hours vary considerably from country to country.
In Spain one cats breakfast decapino at 7 or 8, depending
on when he has to be at work. Since breakfast is usually
light - the European breakfast of a cup of coffee or chocolate and a sweet roll - people generally have a snack (al.
000 f:0) around 10 or 11. They get off work for "lunch" at
2 and eat their biggest meal (la comida) sometime between
2 and 4, sometimes have a siesta then go back to work until
about 7. They may have another afternoon snack or nu r itn-

(la" about 5 or after work at 7. 1 hey finally have a light
supper (rata) around 10 or 11. Nlexico follows a somewhat
similar schedule. Notice that many American books recognire only breakfast, lunch and dinner, as intim United States,

and translate than thsayutta.

0///t te wyr..

and (tail. This

classification is an effort to make the two cultures correspond

when they don't. For this reason many hook-taught Americans arc upset to hear Spanish speakers calling their morning meal a Int no,;0. 'rimy aren't referring to a cup of coffee
and a roll, but to something more substantial, usually eaten
a little later. One must always remember, however, that such
terms arc elastic and often overlap. Furthermore. none cor-

rota

c 01a Ida

net tie nda

main meal. -Sandwich'. in Spain or Mexico is catazeich, int-

par«tado, or hocadillo, It is generally made with a French
bread bun, however, though pall de made, U. S. style loaf,
is becoming more popular. Many of the older generation of
Spaniards enjoy a bun after cutting the top off, scooping out
some of the ta4ro)a, and pouring in a liberal quantity of
olive oil. In many parts of Mexico an adaptation of English
"lunch", la nt, he. means a type of "Dagwood- sandwich. In
other places, particularly in Mexican -Anierican Spanish,
/with( Is equivalent to English "lunch,In all ceuntries soh drinks such as Pepsi Cola and Coca
Cola are. popular. Most Mexicans abbreviate: ,,,Qahrts taw
roar? Spaniards tend to use the full name. :Mexicans pronounce all the letters in Pepsi, but Spaniards usually omit
the to sound: eV/tierce tin pf

Pepsi is so much a part of the Hispanic culture, and its
advertising slogans arc so well known that it even 4:1111.45 into
teen-age jokes:

Real Apitn Rare(

responds exactly to the terms in English. Therefore, the Span-

-

h.,' arc (
14.

.

Ina la lord°

.

i Coln .3 cl'o,

?

twaidtrfl!

ish speaker may quite correctly refer to certain meals eaten
sometime In the morning as either di/sat/tin/ err almuwo.
Most Spanish or Mexican children. as well as their par

(mat otos bemuse of their habit of having a coke In the

cults. go home for the noon meal since that is the 111A111 meal

MI I /10, or ill 11(010 100101.

of the day and since Hispanic society leaves two or three
boors for to ("Mid,/ r to 'Of 1,/. IltrtfurC, throe is really nu
cyact equivalent for the United States quick lunch. school
lunch. or businessman's hind). Indeed. many members of
IIisparile culture feel something akin to pity for people whose

lives ate so hurried that they can devote only a few paltry
minutes to an ulcer- producing lunch such as a coke and a
sandwich. Something of the sort may be eaten for a midmorning or mid afternoon snack. but tardy for the important

I1) Colombia they call tcen-age gills roreeuola and boys

l011111111.'S all have soft drinks of their r'lk 11 TricITIU

(mime too: Fanta. jarritos,

Useful prac the

1,0 of food ( meals)
fla:c stmlint pi( pate di3plas
10 be eaten at various limo of the day (chart for individual
cultural noRbooks ur fat bulletin board display). 111( lude
clock face indicating the probable her or a time notation.

Ibren,' I. ulrrn u.nl ut tr4n0aft dot t 06 Ti rl

0

I.

tf
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eQue horn es?

11. SINGULAR OR PLURAL VERB IN TELLING TIME
Concept to be found in the following texts:

licit, Rinehart, and Winston, Enkraler y Hablar
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferna'ndetiIarowrt, Brace and World, A-IM Spanish:

Unit 6, p. 46, line 1
Lessons 6 and 16, Cue Sheet 51a

Unit 3

Other:

In Mexico Many peOpla.' use c'Qui horns con?as well as
cQur hoar
reasoning that except for one o'clock the
hours arc always plural: Soft los dos, Ths. sir. In Spain,
110WeVCr, the form is always singular.

seful practice

I. Two clock faces may be used. Set one at 1 o'clock and
label Es In arm. The other clock could be used for any

Have students use time telling in preconceived situations
e.g., "Tell theclass that It's 1 o'clock and vou'rehungry."

time except 1 o'clock and should be labeled Sou Inc .

"Tell the class that it's 5 o'clock, time for merienda.'

12.

'SPA.17.571

2.

T

TIME OR "AM ERICAA' TIME?''

Concept to be found in the following texts:

liolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entouler y Habta

Units 6 and 7

Encyclopaedia Britannica, l.a l'arnilia Firmindiz
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-1-11 Spanish:

Lessons 6 and 47, Cm: sheet 16

Other:

The difference in the importance of time varies greatly
from one culture to another. In the United States people arc

very conscious of time and are relatively punctual. One
should not be a minute late or early for a business engage.
went, though a few professions, such as doctors and dentists,
are notoriously lax in this regard. Some leeway is permitted,
however, when going to someone's house. You should never

arrive early, but it is considered "correct" to arrive a few
minutes late, but not more than half an hour. In Spanish.
speaking countries, businessmen are often late for appointments. Teachers regularly arrive 15 minutes to half an hour

late for their classes. This puntualidad tspanola (Sp,z,nish
punctuality) is the SOUK(' of many jokes. Often those who
km,w both Spanish and American cultures will ask, when
setting a time for a meeting, Mora espaaoln a Nora omen,(arm ? Horn ouzo-it-arm indicates punctuality and horn es
parinla means you can come whenever you feel like it. In
Mexieo, the initials "I'.M." after a given time, arc jokingly

In sonic societies concern for time Is even slighter. A self

made linguist, Benjamin Lee Whorl- (Language, Though{
and Reality), noted a correlation betweet. concern for time
esithin a society and the way time is expressed in their lam
guage. In Hawaiian, for instance, time is not necessarily a
part of every Vtib, as it is in English, where you can't avoid
indicating past, present, or future whenever you talk :ihout
anything. In Hawaiian the time is mentioned only when it is
important to the message. The correlation led Whorf to the-oil/e that your language tib-ets your thinking: speakers of
English 'night be more conscious of time, because their language )urn's this a vareness on them, than speakers of lia1Aiiatl. which Imposes no such obligation.
l'se fed practise

Have student A tell B to come to his house for dinner at 8.
Have B respond,' Spanish or American time?"

trawda led prrohrolidad arts ftallfl referring, of COL] rSC, to their
same tendency to regard tittle as tLIStiC. If many pcnple from

Have student .1 waiting for It who is -Lite, \\ Thin he ar
rives, hale A ask why he's late. It will respond. -I'm not

the United stales think Spaniards careless in regard to time,
an lnany Spaniards think of Americans as (veily co:turned
%soh time, as rushing wildly about and never taking time to
enjoy the beauties of life. Who is right?

late. I 'in oa Spanish
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13.

TILE "BILL" IN A SPANISH RESTAURANT

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Eih'ender y Hahlar
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferndndee.
I farcou rt, Br ace and World,
Other:

Unit 7, p. 56, Line 19

AIM Spanish:

In a Spanish or Mexican restaurant the waiter generally
doesn't bring the bill until you ask for it. If he is across the
room and you want to get his attention, make a motion as
if you were writing out the bill on a lode pad. People from

ink; the waiter slow or inefficient. Actually he is being courteous. When a Spaniard comes to the United States and is
presented the bill right after dinner, or even before he is
through, he feels he's being rushed.

the United States sometimes misunderstand the delay, think14.

TYPICAL SPANISH AND MEXICAN FOODS

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, En tenth r y Hablar.

Unit 7, p. 57
(see also #10 above)

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferrindez.
Harcourt, Brace and World, AIM Spanish:

Lessons 15, 18, 19, 25, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35
Unit 3

Unit 12, Recombination Reading Narrative
Other:

Variation from one country to another:
Spain (paella, tortilla espariola, gaepacho,
jabada or page)
Mexico (tcrtilla, tacos of many kinds,
enchiladas of many kinds, frijoles

refritos, ceviche, desserts, atok
albo;irligas, chocolate, sopa)
Various terms for the sante food
Proverbs referring to cooking
Reference works

Food varies greatly in the Hispanic world from one
country to another and from region to region within the
same country. The variation In food is not surprising when
you consider the racial, geographic, and climatic variation
of the twenty countries where Spanish is spoken. From
Europe, with the Spanish mother country and her African
possessions, to the Caribbean, with its mixture of Spanish,
Indian, and Negro, to Middle and South America, with varying proportions of Spanish and Indian, climate varies from

CHILE
NICARAGUA

PARAGUAY

the eternal snows of Andean peaks and she frozen wasteland

of Patagonia to the tropical jungles of Africa and America.
In this vast expanse, people's needs and tastes vary Just as
dots the availability of certain foods. People living in cold
elOna les often need more food than those In warmer areas.
Also tropical regions have bananas. mangos, papayas, chill-

inoas, and other fruits that won't grow In cooler areas.
Some countries grow a majority of corn, others prefer wheat.
In coastal areas seafood is always a specialty. To have seafood in the interior requires rapid and costly transportation.
In Spanish Sahara and in the Atacama Desert in Chile nothing grows, and civet ything must be shipped in. It is no wonder, them that typical dishes of the Bolivian Indians are quite
different from the diet of Panama City.

2S

One of the commonest misconceptions ia the United
States about I lispanic foods is that they are die wane every

whcre. You often see restaurants advCrliSC -Spanish Food,then list /erc,,N, rochihrdu.c, hwrilos,
guatyww/t.

and other typically Nlexican dishes, as unknown in Spain
as they are in Sihe'ia. Another misconception is that Spanish

and Mexican food is always so loaded with chile that the
tni;recustomed foreigner has to race, red-faced, for water while

he wipes the tears from his eyes. Actually chile is ;1 St'llS011log. like salt, pepper and garlic., and a good cook would no
more put chile to her taste on your taco than she would oversalt :k'OlIT hamburger. Chile is delicious, but you have to use
it according to your taste.
'fo do more than scratch the surface of dining throughout the II ispanic world would require several volumes. A few
notes might be helpful; gourmets can investigate further. Delightful new eating experiences await you in Spain, Mexico,
or any of the other Hispanic countries, but only if you try
new foods. The squeamish, finicky, and timid never know
what they miss. How do they know, till they've tried them,
whether or not they like baby eels cooked in garlic butter,'
(Inc of the better known dishes of Spain Is pat / /u, or
Valencian rice. To a rice base add chicken, sausage, pork,
peas, red or green peppers, onions, garlic, lima beans. ttimatoes, lobster, shrimp, dams, mussels, salt, pepper. and
don't forget the saffron, which adds seasoning and color but
costs Bit ojo y petit (Id oleo, (one eye and part of the other
one). Paella has been described as containing dodo
que
tiada rri rl 111(11 1' Auto to (1.111" tout( pw.
ill 1111 n 010 ur
(11,1 (everything that swims in the sea, and everything that
runs on the earth or grows on it). (
Rio & Dunlavy.
p. Y2 ). All theatldilicrns are sometimes poetically
called fuip(zoorec, the things you "stumble over- while making your way through the
Another delight is the oidiu (spade,. which is nothing
like the tortilla mexicana (see below). The Spanish tortilla
is an omelette, the classic one made of potatoes and eggs
cooked in olive oil, often with ham added. However, year
can mild almost anything you like - bacon, sausage, green
peppers, tomatoes, sea food, cheese-and still have a tortilla.
If you prefer you may cook it in butter rather than ,,live

Get:prit ho is a cold soup. delightfully refreshing on a

hot summer day. It is made by whirling in a blender or
mashing in a bowl a tomato, it green pepper. a slice of
head. and a cucumber, adding a couple of spoonsful of oil
and s intgar. it dove of garlic, salt. and pepper. Aker adding
a pint of water and thoroughly chilling. Mitt' it garnished
with a to.ispuun each of bread square's. diced bell pelvis.
onions. tomatoes. and cucumbers. Sometimes finely chopped

haubboiled egg is also added, or hits of fried ',aeon.
tc ipc innd the garnish call be adapted to suit

r

1:1:1

Popular in many regions are roast suckling pig. Lunt,
kid. partridge. quail. turkey. and chicken. ery area has its

the cocido of Madrid - garbanzos or chick-peas, spinach,
fried bread, hard-boiled egg, codfish, potatoes, garlic, and
sailron. Sea food of every imaginable kind is prepared in
every imaginable w;ty. One of the nicest recipes bears the
imaginative name of zw...utla rlr murtco.s or ''sea -food
opera." Like the famed French bouillaw for, this opera has
an impressive cast: mullet, perch, halibut, shrimp, lobster,
dams. mussels. Of practically a sy other kind of sea fish,
stewed in oil, wine. and water, and spiced with salt, pepper.
chile. and onion.
Ilumlitds of other delicious recipes could be given from
the simplest to the most complicated ;Ind would include it
great variety of pastries, candle's, mud custards. Some of the
simplest dishes are the most elegant and are not really any
Inure Spanish than French, American, or Chinese. A most
popular dish served now in Spain as a first course- is simply
;1 generous slice of Dubin. or Honeydew melon, with thin
slices of ieo0/(or 511Mlio. or smoked ham.

lexico. of course. eats the universal dishes. such as
roasts. fish, stews. fruits, and vegetable's, but also has its
is the basis of a great many
specialties. The VliAlcan
specific items such as the well known Neo and tuchilwbr.
lortillas are made front a oourvi or dough of corn or wheat
Hour and 11' mcr. Mexican women take a small hall of the
NrI5e1 and pat it with their hands into it thin, flat sheet about
the suit; of at small plate. Sh: and thickness vary somewhat

in dificient regions of Mexico and Central America according
pet soaal taste. the tortilla is then cooked on at

to

in
You can buy stacks of them ready made at at /while,
MLA ill,. or is dIC ('sited States. especially the Southwest, iu
a Mexican store or almost anywhere. Many modern twill/trios now mass produce tortillas on mechanical presses.

fu IllakC mine kind of 10(0 you fry the tortilla crisp, fold
in Ilan and fill it with a mixture of hamburger, tomatoes..
shredded lettuce, grated cheese. unions, and chile to taste.
But tacos can be made in many other ways. For tacos dr
focoqui you fry the tortillas, cover them with grated cheese,
tomatoes or tomato sauce. and slices of green pepper.
roll the loo/r//u, up. put them in a baking dish, cover them
With sour (ream. ;old bake for half an hour. lint loco, can
br madc kith ithnost anything - thicken. sausage. pork.
beans, avocado (agitacate) - and seasoned with any variety
of sauces, A cousin of the two Is the tosoda. fit some parts
of Mexico a raspada is an unfried tostada and it differs from
(lie taco only in dim it is much thinner, almost like a thick
potato chip. To make tostadas, fry the raspado, cover it with
it

cooked. mashed beans, grated cheese, sausage, and shredded

lettuce. Serve it with a tomato sauce, diced onion and green
peppers, oil. vinegar, salt, and pepper. Quesaddlas (qurso:
cheese) are simple; merely fold or roll a tortilla with cheese
inside and fry till the cheese is melted.

bakol in

.1

t all' thitksn or Is,tf tolled in a 1,,t/i/k and
same. Iltn toirr//,,, are also setved plain m

slot, from the la het (1,$ of AstwriAs, tim)pttsci of 11111.1

almost ;my meal. lust as bread is sows is the United States.
Von s,ut simply roll them up and take bites along w WI the

eabliagt,
sausage. and pork. to the loo611( of X all
ham, perk loin, potatoes, sausage, peas, and beans - and

rest of the meal. or roll other fos,xl up in them. I Ims they
resemble the sandwich in that the filling can be cabal in an
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infinite number of ways. You can also tear off little pieces

basic bean recipe in Mexico is frijoles refrilas, or refried

and use then) as a pusher or a spoon to pick up other foods.

beans. Mexican women consider their preparation a fine art
and lake great pains In every step of the recipe. Briefly, the
beans are boiled till they begin to split open, then transferred

Mexicans are skillful in using the tortilla in countless ingenious ways. It is the staple and the keynote of Mexican
cookery in ever class.
Tamales are fairly well known in the United States, but
few people realize the variety possible. Basically a lama! (the
singular is usually tamed rather than tamale) Is started by
making a masa similar to that used for a tortilla but adding
shortening and baking powder. The masa, after being beaten
till fluffy and light, is spread on corn husks that have been

washed and soaked in warm water for an hour to make
them pliable. The filling is spread on top of the masa, and,
finally, the husk is folded over and tied at both ends. In the
United States most people know only the beef and the chicken

hewn/ but a la mal can be filled with any kind of meat plus
tomato arid chile sauce, adding olives, green peppers, onions,

garlic, and tomatoes, if desired. they can also he filled with
beans and cheese or with corn. Relatively unknown in ihe
United States is the sweet mural Yon can add sugar and
cinnamon to the basic Ma CO and fill the lama! with any kind

of join. Add raisins and nuts if you like. Any of these lama s, which normally arc made about the size of a man's
fist, can be made the sire of a man's thumb. Often the sweet
ones are smaller. Meat taus /es of the smaller size, sometimes called "cocktail tamales," are served hot as botanas,
or appetizers. Tamales can be "faked," if corn husks are unavailable, by substituting parchment paper, or by simply
mixing the same ingredients and baking them in a pan In.
stead of wrapping them in husks and steaming. Those who
have been to Hawaii will note a similarity between the Mexican lamal and 'he Polynesian food packages such as the
Hawaiian lau tau, meat and vegetables wrapped in ti leaves.
Po;ote is is dish one shouldn't miss. Sparc ribs or chunks
of pork are boiled in water with onion, garlic, salt, pepper,
and chile. When this Is partly cooked, hominy is added.
Guacamole, used as a salad or as a dip, Is made by
swishing tomatoes and avocados together, then adding diced
onions, green peppers, vinegar, salt, and pepper. A nice variation Is ha stuff a tomato with guacamole.
(11( non, or stuffed peppers, are prepared by filling hollowed green peppers or bell peppers with cheese,
Clrilr

usually Monterey lack. then dipping them into an egg and
flour mix. and frying them till brown in deep fat. They arc
eto,,-d in a sauce of tomato puree flavored with garlic, onion,

salt. pepper. oil, and some kind of meat stock. Peppers, of
sonrse, can also he stuffed with rice, meat, or fish, and the
bittkr can he used to coat zucchini squash, shrimp, or corn
rs.

Beans are as basic to a Mexican meal as to, !alas and
;ire sets ed as past of almost every meal, even breakfaet, just
as the potato in the United States and Europe, poi in the old

Hats anal' "culture, and rice in the Orient. In Mexico beans
arc itijohs. an Aztec word not used in Spanish outside of

a frying pan where they are mashed thoroughly with
bacon drippings. They are cooked, stirring frequently to
to

keep them from burning, till they have the desired consistency. If desirable, onions, garlic, bell pe slpers, chile, cheese,
meat halls, sardines, pork, sausage, and tomatoes can be
added.

A delicious seafood cocktail called c eu ic c is popular
especially in coastal areas. It is made of a variety of seafood
cut In small chunks and soaked in vinegar, oil, and various
spices. The seafood is not cooked since soaking In vinegar
produces the same effect. Celle/re is served chilled with chile
and lime juice. And speaking of lime juice, it is used a great
deal to enhance the flavor of salads, melons, meats, and
vegetables.

Desserts, in Mexico, as in Spain, are multitudinous. A
rather interesting one is cupirofada, made by alternating
layers of bread or cake crumbs with layers of sliced apples,
bananas, raisins, peanuts, almonds, and cheese. When the
casserole is full, add a syrup of a ater, brown sugar, cinnamon, and cloves, and bake. Crtpitzziarto is delicious but so
sweet you can eat only a little at a time.
Another typical Mexican dish is .mole, a thin gruel made
of finely ground toasted corn meal, water, or milk, and cin-

namon. It is so much a part of the Mexican diet that the
word is used in many proverbs and idioms: ..,rkgrr rlr (Mil(
means "cowardly," as if one had mole Instead of blood in
veins. Spain uses so ogre dr horclroln with a similar
13 Is
meaning. Horditthr is a thin, milky drink made of almonds
or of (hulas, a small peanut -like tubercle.

Common lit all Hispanic as well as other countries are
altiondigas, or meat balls. Recipes are so numerous that it
is Impossible to form a generality. They can he made of almost any kind of chopped meat, fish or fowl and mixed and
seasoned with rice, bread, onions, garlic, tomatoes, and an
Infinite vatic!y of spices.
A chocolate drink Is common in both Spain and Mexico.
Spanish chocolate is so thick it is easier to eat with a spoon

than drink. It is accompanied most often by dihrmr, &Tin
fat-fried pastries made of a dough similar to doughnuts.
rxican chocolate is much thinner and Is spiced with cinna-

mon. it can be bought in hard squares with flavoring already added so that you can prepare the drink simply by
melting one square in a cup of hot milk.

A peculiarity of both Spanish and Mexican food is that
they use sopa. or "soup," not only for the watery kind that
the English word means, but also for a "dry soup." One
type of dry "soup" would rather he called "dry rice." English speakers arc often puzzled by the much alder extension
of Spanish 8rrpri than English "soup."

Mexico. In Chile they are porotos, in Spain Isaias. The

To finish the subject it might he well to note that terns
for food vary somewhat. In Mexico City, for instance, !,unror

k
1101.v. varies (oilskin-ably and the variety of beans Is
norms
so you must always check locally for usage. The

is the same as "tomato" in English. Another vegetable. of
the same family but smaller and covered with a thin pareh.
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or as poor and simple as the faintly can afford. Another
proverb says Las penas con pan son buenas, "Pains, if you
have enough to eat, aren't quite so bad."A la ntejor cocinera
se le va un !ornate enter°, literally "Even the best cook

mutt, is called a jitwIllae. In Morelia the terminology is just
the reverse, and in the northern part of Mexico, Memo(' is
not used at all. There they use 'ornate and tomatillo. Whereas in Mexico jugo is"juice,"; toronja, "grapefruit,"; and elate,
"corn on the cob," ia Spain they use zumo, pometo, and
imf,:orea re,pectively. A long list of food names used not
only in Spanish but also in English comes from Aztec, the
language of a group of Indians living in Mexico at the time
of the conquest: ezguriceile from a:fur/cad, is "avocado"; toa,oh, front lairs//, is "tomato"; cborolole, from rhocohal,
is "chocolate." An even longer list of words designating Mexican foods and unknown in other areas include many Indian
words: fool, -bean"; dote, "ear of corn' ; tiOfr, "green

drops a tomato in WhOlc once in a %chile." More generally
it means "Anyone makes a mistake now and then." Bo mgo
Mena, corazOn contento means "When your belly's full your
:watt's content." Humorists ha -e adapted it to Borriga &no,
ombligo brilloso, "When your belly's full, your belly button's
shiny!"
This has been only a brief introduction to the culinary
art of Spain and Mexico. If you are interested in exact recipes for the dishes mentioned, and in others, good sources
are: American Women's Club of Madrid, Dances and Cooking Specialities of Spain, Castellana Hilton Hotel, Madrid,
1965. Elena Zelayeta, Elena's Famous Mexican and Spanish
Recipes, 1944, San Francisco.

bean"; etc.

A few words that English speakers often use incorrectly
are, eafirtfle, which means "hot" in the sense of high temperature. Amok 'or picoso is "hot" in the sense of chile. The
words are not synonomous.
Spanish uses many proverbs based on cooking. Rho
chcino lu mozo pero mijor Gr balsa. "The maid cooks well

Useful practice

but the purse even better." The saying could well apply to
the many varieties of stew; they can be as rich and varied
15.

TRANSPORTATION:

Students suggest a typical Spanish dinner; a typical Mexican
dinner; a typical United States dinner.

u (obis, earn torus, tranaCiS

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entender y Hablar
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Fainilia Ferndndev
Ilarcourt, Brace and World, A.Lif Spanish:

Unit 7, p. 62
Lessons 39, 40, 51

Unit 13

Other:

In Madrid you board a bus or street car from the rear
door. As you go forward to sit down, you pass a eobrodor,
or ticket taker (uohrar: to charge collect), whom you pay.
Ile gives you a tiny slip of thin tissue paper about an inch
long and half an inch wide. This is your "ticket", our English word pronounced as in Spanish with the last "t" usually
lost. You arc supposed to keep this ticket till you get off. the
(11111bUlOt only drives (conducir: drive) and is not responsi-

ble for collecting fares. Madrid also has /ton via% Or street
cars, and trohhutt, or trolley buses, which use the sante
system for collecting fares. The maw, short for maropoli.
(nun. or subway, has a gate where you buy your ticket as
you go down. Once inside you can board any train you like.
If you know the subway routes and how to get from one
rain to another at transfer points, it is possible to ride all

lay on one fare and cover all of Madrid. Of course you
ouldn't SIX 11111(11 scenery since you are underground all of
16.

the time in dark subey tunnels except for the stations.
Taxis arc another common sight. Public transportation
is excellent, though crowded, and relatively inexpensive. It
has to be because, since not nearly so many people own cars
in Spain as in the United States, they depend on public trans portation a great deal.
In Mexico, also, meto61;11A or I' oopiow., and I, fitif fTfls
have a conductor and a cobrador. The latter isn't seated near

the rear dour as in Spain. however. but circulates through
the vehicle to collect the fares. Ile has to have a good
memory to retal! vim has paid and %dio has no. lie alsu
tells the driver when passengers are gelling off or on by
on.- or Sub.'''. ..t141,o,

yelling fin jesot. Grrjuu, louign.

%rein m -Cutting on,- till the dooms arc dear. Then he yells

l'ofiwcf;, "Let's go." and Ilteroad+nlor starts off Note that
lmt
noimally the accent is On the first syllable of
shifts to the last (111C for rniphilsis.

BI'SIVESS HOURS - doutohris de lot (into

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Ilea, Rinehart, and Winston, Enteilde r 1. Ilahlor
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia FeTruindez..
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-131

1

Other:

9
28

4-11.4

7. p. 62, cony. 8
essons 13 and 3436
Unit 11

Five o'clock Is the normal hour for returning home
from work in the United States. In Spain, however, you don't
get off for lunch till 1:30 or 2. Since the tradition of the
siesta persists, even in the busy cities where few businessmen
really get a chance to take a nap, lunch "hour" is really two
or three hours. All the stores, business offices, banks, and
post offices are closed. Since the sicsi« delays the schedule a
17. SPORTS - Kinds -

rm

couple of hours, the normal time for leaeingwork is seven or
after, Much the same schedule is observed in Mexico, though
in the large cities few businesses close for d...sb. 4, nowadays.
Useful practice

In cultural notebook, indicate how our lives would change ii
we took two hours "off" each iiiternoor.

logr

Concept to he found in the following texts:

Unit 8, p. 66
essons 2, 12, 20, 41, 44, 48, 49

Ifolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entouler y 11ahlai
Encyclopaedia BrItannica, La Familia Fernandez,
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-1.11 Spanish:

'-

6

(_'nit 13 Recombination Reading Narrative
Other:

In Spain the most popular game for boys is 10') of This
is not American football, which is practically unknown, but
soccer. Fililiol is also popular as a college team sport and
as a professional spectator sport. Every city in Spain has
its team, like the Real Mud rid, and the teams play every
week against each other, so that more than a dozen different
games are played each weekend. The public bets on the outcome of the games in the gni,rir line, trying to guess or figure
out scientifically which teams will win and what the final
score will be. in the almost unheard-of cases when someone
gets everything right, he wilts a fortune in ms(ta s. Fillhol is
the most universally popular game In all Hispanic countries
as well as in most European countries. World championships
cause more excitement than the World Series in the United
States. Baseball, however, is almost unknown except in Mexico and Cuba. Boys also juegao ri Ito (et
play marbles," and have frfifillis de 6ilifiltris, "bicycle races.'' Huge
international long-distance races often last a whole week.
Entries from all over Europe compete for coveted prizes and
Spanish televiewers watch the grueling competition on their

1.14

;11111CI

AL_

sets with great interest.

jai (dui and similar games are popular all over Spain
and for all ages. It is more universally known as /o.'f,,tu.
which simply means "ball," the term pi Om bring Basque.
Pelota can be played with la man() or hand, like handball;
wffh a Lain. or paddle, like paddle ball; with a Illfirfr(i. or
rocket,

}
S

like squash; or a «qa. the big basket-like device

s

strapped to the arm in the tritepetofir ter ire/. or fin raw. The
word frout4or means either the wall the ball Is bounced
against or the entire building if it is enclosed the word

concha refers to tennis, paddle ball. handball, etc., courts.
More and muse popular is la peke o sit/num u, or skin
diving. Ideal in the warm. crystal -clear waters or the Mediterranean. Since this sea has small waves and the Atlantic on
the Galician coast is rather cold, surfing Is not popular. It Is.
however. geaing popular in Portugal, which has some excellent surfing beaches. About the only
country where
strafing is popular is Peru, which has recently produeed one

AMMO

44/0"40

is popular and easy in Spain bc
tause of the many high mountains. Within an hour of Ala.
drid the resort of Navaseirado. in the Sierra dc fiudearionia.
I
attracts many ,q11/,/,11,14,. or skier', p,unuil.uly of ill(
wealthier classes, 0110. skiing is :I rather expetiise sport
Near Barcelona, the second largest city in Spain, many re1;1

r

or skiing.

sorts In the Pyrenees offer such modern equipment as cable
lifts, salted /,(a ,/fun,. nit the highsst pe..k in peninsular
of the world's best, Felipe Millar. A surfboard is called a Spoilt. MiIllacin (about I
1. the I'm% 'tax of f.touada
PM,, and to surf IS luau Inhl,r.
maintains a student ski resort
11e)
U
29

harder. Eau]) trick is worth a c,...rtaln number of points. The
most difficult is to hold the block and catch the peg.

;111)11 polo arc nut aS 1101)111at in Spain as iu

lilt

1111411 Shifts. 'Hwy are considcrod -snob- sports. Howcvcr. Spain .1111% has a world crampion 11.,- fir, Manuel San1010 551311 111C 1 lal'ILS Cup tece mly. .Vics
likrwisc, has
vicodriclat sntie uscellunt I1wLstr,r such as II.afacl nsana and

In Spain and most other Spanish-speaking countries
you always use jugar a algo to say "to play something." In
Mexico it is also correct to omit the "a": jugar Penis,

Antonio Paliiict. Palicho Segura from Etuador is ako a
well kne.un icimis player. Curli'inly one of the most famous
is l'itoulto (:011/alcs. the MuxiciAt-American tennis cltanTion.
Bolos, or bowling, is not played in huge bowling alleys
as in the United States. In Mexico it is called boliche. The

bo4 ping pang, lathe!.
Note 111111 sports terms in Spanish are to a great extent

derived from English: /nom, or -box," firs!

if-c.

(t8c.

game enjoys popularity among the older farmers in the

bed). The English words, pronounced with
a Spanish accent, are often amusing to the English speaker's
ear. Generally a real Spanish word is also used: lanzador

northern part of Spain.

for pitcher, pi/gib:ow) for boxing, i;rorcrela,;() for it -left-

itulifighting is not included here as a sport since many
people in the Spanish-speaking world con,der it all art form
rather than ;t sport.
/),,,,hro. UT dominoes. is pon...lar among yo mg and
old. nwtt and women, as is et j
(bliss, and outipt.,

( boxing). In NIexico City the younger genera -ion hits an expression. that rellects the wide use of English sports terms as
well as Mexico's interest in baseball: ..`e'; piclig Sri co(11(1 ni
dela 111,100, Forming Spanish verbs from the English ones,

pit( 1,1 I.,

it means "lie neither pitches nor catches nor lets anybody
hat." It expresses displeasure toward someone who is so Srl
11S11 that he doesn't want to do any of the less interesting
jobs) pitching and catching)but only the "fun" jobs (batting).

or cdrds.

110:lean boys show great skill ill a game called /miry',
IS known as bed/alit in Spain, where it
as widespread as III Mexico). The 61 hrov Is a peg connected by a
,thug III ;1
buck will) a hob: lit it just the slit' Of Mc
peg. 'the trick is to hold tilt peg and swing the block on the
end of the Aring so :hat it will lino over and you can catch
it by getting the peg in the 111111. Mexicali children play this
game ley the hour, with all kinds of variations that make it

(1)11.111 r,

1111%

Useful practice

Stied a typical spott from a Hispanic country. Provide illustrations. Explain briefly how it is played.

18. Al 7/.1l;
Concept to he found in the following texts,

Holt. Rinehart, and Winston, Entencler y Ilablar
Encyclopaedia Britatenica, La Familia Fernandez:
if orami. litil(c and 1,1,'ori,4 A.Lif Sp/Hit/L.

Unit 8, p. tai
Unit 4
Unit 9, Roconehanation Reading Narrative

Othtr:

In both :vain and 'Mexico young girls arc rut glom

older student 11,Is his 1111 11 apartment 111111 is so 11.11i1:(1. the

as 111111.11 fruedoin to go out alone as ill lilt ['Moil Stairs.
tluitc 1,11(11
parclit or ;at ;Mill aCkiallpallftS gills to
pult

.1:11111.17"«.,111111 become radar wild.

lie dame. and a 1)(0.,. often asks the uUMt

Ilk

1,1:11 as die gill

for pit mission to donee...1n thleily 1111", tl1111 Ic.(oinpallics a
gill is t.tirtii In slang ;1 111 11, /1!, rr. the sanic 5501(1 ils -ear.
bloc." u1. shoot riIk. (Iris mill 55,11k in die 'lark will a

yoinig man. hot it Is tonsidert(1 mote internal& in a group.
. girl may mitt a hay outside tilt house rathir than ha% c
I ins c all for 111. I% 1 Ilk (hot 511 l nic.al she Is ilt.ttiving 111.1 parIll s.
i11.1 llislualliTy for it girl to inn ice. a hay to meet her
parents mile es he is a serious Imo ridge prospt-kt. II is ntvtr
iirop(r
a gill to invite .1 hao., 1,i her house rule one ol
r
1(111s is (hire.
v Tits, 111!1 as iI1 llic
Slues.
culdill.4 Ill lilt lankly. but in general.
111

,11111'lltetnlilc11.1111 .44(1.

In 1)1011 Spain and

In the foiled Slate,, slant(s, as
well as other social functions, begin later. A Nlexican balk
rantArro, a dance where everyone dresses like a rancher,
is sonnthli.LI Lk( 111.111

may. have Oa tilt 1111111 /1111itaKIII. "10l111 1I 1111 2." II 1 !III Of.

Ilyt' It I1. ho,,,tvtr 7.On hill eallIblit SS 14.
10.1' oour.a11
lor Inure Own an Izmir. Around midnight the gilt is uili hegin
arrive.
the doalte is at its height, and 1111101 I

or 5 it

is ollieiall soar. I lowest C. 141(11 4.4,1111: of Olt )01

(young cants) V.ly lilt 4,1 (11t,tra a laic cora to keep 111
tug till thraii. when esti', laic Ica% es for Ill
slopping. of

laallst. fur a hold of 1,11

,(

!lire miup,

itadiuoital

simek for the vice hours after a big nigh'

Isartms ale 1e11115ely sztiet
1110 11 I.1:W1.1 s OTC 111,111 III

lilt

11,515 (all Ir,l itc cally

Ill( pa I

111.

I

.111(1

I u.211.1tol.

,r1111l-o.lit. house silika'Ais
111(1 1%.1111. ard tilt 11111,1

I last 11,11111 p.)1111, al( 4,1114,1

I

li,11,1!IV !amply .dirirc. rhirtmloot on lilt

fond% ,o41 g 0 5 1 5. li,to 1.111

.111

flam(s to those 1111 nslglul

f.sidairt hby ratil 1s :IppoTtiatc In,

I)
30

(lull ptarliki

11.6

11%11

,11111,i11.1)1

in.

.11'.1_

19.

TELEVISION

Concept to he found in the following texts:

Ilolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entender y Hablar
Encyclopaediz. Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
Ilarcourt, Brace and World, A-IM Spanis h:

Unit 9, p. 76
f

esson 29

Other:

Television Is well developed both in Spain and in Mexico, though channels are fewer than in 'he United States hecause those countries are so rauch.st,.,
Spain has excellent educational programs on TV av
and one can
earn his elementary and secondary (it, alas over the air.
Early in 1968 Spanish elementary and secondary schools
began to experiment with classroom TV. For an hour each

are well done. The. only element at a bullfight missed by the
TV viewer is the colorful audience and its often humorous
and picturesque comments. Most of the .1nwrieau .1 V programs, dubbed in Spanish, are highly popular I for example.

morning pupils watch it special program prepared by a
group of the nation's most expert teachers. The project Is
struggling to overcome the costly problem of getting a 1 V

spend a het of time watching it.

in every one of the 100,000 classrocins. Advertisements
generally cot to all at ewe,: every lull hour rather than interrupting the program every five 'minutes. Sports and other
events, such as /Ow/ (soccer), bicycle races, and bullfights
set

20.

PLAYS AND

-Bonanza,- "l'erry Nlason, and -Gunsmoke a In general
1V Is quite similar to TV in the United States and most
middle- and upper-class families own ,e set nowadays ,Ind

Useful practice

Describe briefly .ray TV program you have seen iu Spanish.
e.g., Channel 2(1 in Northern California, or Channels 36 or
11 to Southern California.

- Comedia, icatro, priicula, cr,re

Concept to he found in the following texts:

fait 9, pp. 78-79
Unit 14, p. 125

Bolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Founder y
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fermindez:
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-IM Spanish:

Unit .5

Other:

Tr(rhn In Spi1111S11 refers only to a theater where (IOW
diro. OT plays, arc given. Come diet does not mean only
-tom ody but Includes any. kind of play, serious or funny. :\
oho.. or cinema, shows peb;ll/ers. or moving pietures, and

Cseltil practice

Give examples in Spanish and English of comedias and
pa/ruins.

does not have live slims 5.

21, AIR TRAVEL
Concept to be round in the following texts:

Bolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Erilouhr t Ihrldar.

ti nt 9. p. 82

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
Harcourt, Brace arid 1World...I-1M SponitIc

Unit 12

Other:

Both Spain and Nlexleo have excellent national and in
Iberia has nights to many parts of the
world from Spain. Aviaco, another airline, provides service
within Spain. Mexico has Aeronaves de Mexico and Mexi.
eana de Aviaciisn. \lex ieo's Anemias-a .trees prim ipally the
Ineatan Peninsula. Colonibio hies international passengers
dirwigh .kvianta, 11ctiodor r;irtnigli
ku.lodor. N'eneetteht

through .1troilo

In Spain a stetsardess is usually called
Moorish tern that used to apple to the quetalls Iodic. in uaiiing.
In Mexico ail
is froptintly used. a combination

airs and

isr

dc Vintiuda. ,11gtoitilla through ,Itrio

naves de .1rgentina ( .1 PS.1 )..oni Pan
Peili nr the Peruvian ,Airlines

tl:rough.ltrunavcstie

1111c

tttm «1107/1

(

lit 11...td

,ocm -

or& ss and, n'orcgtncralh.foramaidina hotel or rt,tatirant
tic.c

11(m.rd,c a 11.rne trip sou'tc taken to or (moan .1 Spanish
spta eing eolonits on al, ,iittsas from that soumils.

ri
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22. BIRTHDAYS AND SAINTS DAYS
Concept to be found in the following texts:

Molt, Rinehart, and Winston, Entendcr y Hablar
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez.
Harcourt, Brace and World, ALII Spanish:

Unit 10, p. 86, line 7
I essons 12, 14, 36, 37, Cue Sheet 42
Units 6 and 11

Other:

'f he Catholics in Hispanic countries generally give their
children names of saints, often the saint who is honored on
the day the child is born. St. Joseph's day, for instance, is
March 19. A boy born on that day Plight well he christened
Jose, or a girl Josefa. The baby's cumpleaiios, or birthday,

would then correspond with his Dia de Santa, or Saint's
Day. However, if the parents didn't use the name psi or

DICIEMBRE
tunes maries initrolef it/cm vietnel
1

chose another, then the child would have both a birthday and
a Saint's Day and both might be celebrated with a party and

S. Eloyob

gifts. Friends arc more apt to remember your Saint's Day
because your name reminds them of it. On March 19, for
instance, you wish "many happy returns" to all Josh you
know, on March 17 to all the Patricks or Patricios, on June

latoolorp.

24 all the /ions. Sweet shops in Mexico remind people whose

saint day is being celebrated. The pthala as part of a birth
day or other celebration is used only in Moot°. (See also

Cultural Understanding Item #32, Unit 12, Holt, p. 114,
Conversation 4 re cumpleaiios.)
Uscful practice

Find out what your Saint's Day is. Describe how you'd

8
15

2

3

frei 01*V Fran eJ

9

10

4

5

11

12

17

18

imuiltippi f.v.kmem I Liu/ tor N' mist
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togrem,

***id

24

25
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fmeigio

26

dorningo

6

Oa 4.4401 S. Sabel eh i.rikoidi ix

ittlsoutA 11.1oreto f. DUO+, NGadd
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13

7
f.A.0,60
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00014 fhl5h) de

20

21

*twin° *NA

27

Onyorio NativiIit tEstelmn 4.Jodnei

28
Woods

29 30 31
31aTesOiklitit

celebrate it.
23.

71IE SPANISH CALE:VD:1R -

5

Concept to be found In the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Enlendcr y Ilahhrr
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez.
Ifarcourt, Brace and World, A! l/ Spanish:
Other:

Note that on the Spanish calendar the week generally
begins with Monday, whereas on the English one it begins
on Sunday. Days of the week and months normally are writ.
ten with small letters rather than as In English with capitals
(unless, of course, they begin the sentence): Hoy es tunes,
dos de mayo. Marks es el MO de to Raza.

Most Hispanic countries and many others write the
number 7 with a cross 7. Some people theorize that the cross
was ;11(1511 for greater distinction I-posse:tt 7 and 1, since

many countries make the
with two .Chokes. Many typewriters and print styles, hosscvcr, have only the uncrossed 7,
and, therefore, both kinds of 7 arc seen and 111111c/sally
1

accepted.

32

Unit 10, p. 86
Lessons 12, 14, 36, 37, Cue Sheet 42

24,

VACATION

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Ilolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Ea Oat,. y !labia r
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia FernandezHarcourt, Brace and World, A-LM Spanish:

Unit 10, p. 86, line 3

Unit 13 Recombination Reading Narrative

Other:

Note that English says "vacation," in the singular;
Spanish almost always uses the plural racacio nes.
25.

SNAPSHOTS

Concept to be found in the following texts:

r

Unit 11, p. 100, line 4

Ilolt, Rinehart, and Winston, En/ender i Ha
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia FernandezIlarcourt, Brace and World, A-LAI Spanish:
Other:

To tos is feminine, lu foto. las

even though it ends

in o, because it Is an abbreviation of folografeir. 'glue same

is true of In pinto, short for mrdocicif fa, or 'motorcycle."
26.

TO PLAY AN INSTRUMENT

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Enka, r y
h r.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferna-ndez:

. Unit 11, p. 100, line 19

Harcourt, Brace and World, A-111 Spa 'ash:
Other:

a pa

y ma nai, a charms ( irtdio.t, to play cards. chess,
daddy and mommy, cowboys and Indians.

near is to play an Instrument: lercal" (1 piano, el rialin,
La

trampler. Also War d radio (or la radio). Agar Is

to

play a game or to gamble: /agar (a) los naipes, al Nedra,
27.

D/M/A'LlIll'ES

Concept to he found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, i.'ntoul(r y !labia,
Encyclopaedia Britannica, /a Familia Fernandez:
Harcourt, Brace and World, A 131 Sp wrish:

Unit 11, p. 105, conc. 6
I.csym

Other:

FOP/rata is a -diminutive- form of fiesta. Diminutive

many different forms and sometimes the rules for their use
are complicated. Furthermore their use varies from individual

means srnall, but diminutives often have meanings besici.1
smallness. Sometimes the diminutive ending indicates smallness and affection, sometimes smallness and disdain. Ilona
matita
brrcilo, for Instance, means only a "small inan,"
expresses affection as well as smallness. In fact, it may ex
press only affection when one's mama happens to weight 104
kilos (about 240 lbs.). A bog/ad/0 is more disdainful( drcpcefiro)th in diminutive; it means not a small lawyer but a"shystet lawyer." Diminutives, very characteristic of Spanish, express fine shades of meaning. but aren't simple. They hAse

to individual and country to country. Mexicans especiall,
and Latin Americans in general, are know for using many
diminutives. When Spanish writers want to indicate NI( ot
speech, they exaggerate the use of the diminutive, Woman use

the diminutive more Ihan men. Following is a summary of
the most common diminutives, If One is inluested in a more
extensive analysis, sec Ramsey, M. II., and B. N. Spaulding,
A Textbook of Alodern Spanish, 1965, pp. 622-630. The
InoSt

,//,.

' 't
t
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-fn. Most words add these endings after &upping the final
-0 or
C080, ca i 'raja ra, pajarilla;
c/rtgriilo, clOinilln. Words ending in a consonant or r, how-tzuda: floc, jlorc(ila: pan, pre ;It clo;
ever, add lido.
This longer form is also added to 2-syllable
cej, rc
words whose first syllable has ti, ic, or at, %Id that end in
10.sird/o;
-our or .0: rein((, reined/a,. piedra, piethecit0..
lit 1110. ea( rpicita. A third form, -(80. -1.00, -rind() are added
or
to all words of more than one syllable that tad in -t,
aualrf, inadrceita; wanton, niontantaa: lod rein, /0(1100;0 CIO: doctor, d odorcito, au lor, auto, cilia,

The ending -Po is never offensive or disdainful, and
often means "nice," "sweet," "dear," as well as, or even
rather than "little," Una facial de cull kin caltalio is "a
nice hot cup of coffee." The ending often is used with words
other than nouns to Intensify the meaning: nhora, ahorita.
"right now"; rerca, ccrquila, "real close'', "nice and close";
adiOs, adiocilo, "bye; callada, read:7a," very quiet", "nice
and quieCicaratnbas, carambilas!

The form 4110 sometimes means only :qualler, sonic
times adds a touch of depreciation: cigm/r0. ei:s.fari//0 (it
Spain cigarro, cigarro puro, or just puro, is "cigar"; cigar
"cigaret," In Mexico you must use puro to designate
"cigar," since cigatro alone refers to a "cigaret" and (-Igor
alga is rarely used); gotrragRierrilla (nate how guerri/f0
originally a "small war," ha i conic to mean it certain typt
of fighting in which small b Inds harfiLSS the enemy Iron
ambush, striking and running. The word has been adeptet
into English and given a pronunciation just like the ape
"gorilla.")
The form -uelo generally is disdainful and contemptu
ous as well as, or rather than, smallness: pinto, piraotzue/o,

"a poor artist", "a dauber"; mujer, rnuferzucla, "a bad
woman".
The forms 4,t, /no or

generally mean "small," and
or, "dear." Sometimes the ending changes the meaning entirely: chiquito, chiquiah, "child"; langosta, "lobster", bongo.
vino, "prawn".

THE .SEASONS IN THE SO UTIIER.V .1171 _VORIWER. V HEM/SPHERES

28.

Concept to he found in the following texts:
Holt, Mucha' r, and Winston, Eolk neb. r t Llo
Encyclopaedia Brita nnica, La Familia Fernandez:

Harcourt, Brace and World, 3 Iii
Other:

In the southern hemisphere the seasons are the reverse
of seasons in the northern hemisphere. Because of the earth's

movements around the sun, on about June 22 the sun is
2.4
directly over the Tropic of Cancer ( Tri,pico (I( ("ion
north latitude. This is as far north as the sun ever goes,

lids then Is the warmest part of the year in the northern
hemisphere and June 22 Is the longest day. Then the. sun
begins to move south and passes over the equator (It de, )
about September 22. Nose the days and nights ,ire exactly
12 Inuits each all over both lamisplurcs because the sun is
exactly over the center of the globe. 1 he sun continues to
move south until on about December 22, it Radii:, the
Tropic of Capricorn ( Tre;pfr0 (lc Copinn,:(0), 23 south
latitude. This Is the longest day of the year in the southern
hemisphere and, since the sun is closer, it is the 1,1trIlcSI
season. During the CI months that it has taken the sun to go
from the Tropic of Cancer on June 22 to the Tropit
Caprisorte on 14.3.411014.4 22, the weather has geadmells. tool.

(II in the north and warmed In the south. .11s. the days have
gradually shortened and the nights lengthened in the north.
whereas the opposite has taken plate In die south. i h<n the
sun starts back north, oasses over the 1.11U010T again about

Mardi 22, meaning autumn to the south and spring to the
north. and arrives once more at the topic of C,tin about
Jura. 22. suntan in illy northern and winter in the soaeh<rn
Itemisplure.
Bettnos Airs,, capitol of Aegentina. is
.shout the saint distant(' south of du 1,,luttor as I,, Alig,i(
I or Hagsmil. Arilona: Allan.pa roe. Net NIcsito.
34
/EL

U nit 12. p. 116. cooly. 9

lesson 19
Unit 8
Unit 13 Recombination Reading Narrative

Texas; Oklahoma City; little Rock, Arkansas; Memphis,

Useful practice

Tennessee: or Cape Hatteras, North Carolina) is north, these
cities have just the opposite seasons. The portchos, as people

Prepare a chart showing seasons and Indicating the months
of the year they cover in the United States as compared to
Spain and Argentina.

from Buenos Aires arc called, have summer weather at
Christmas, and find it difficult to imagine snow and sleighs
and caroling, with peaple all bundled up in overcoats, scarfs,
and gloves.

29. MONEY USED IN HISPANIC COUNTRIES
Concept to he found in the following texts:

Unit 12, p. 110, line 9

/loft Rinehart, and W111S1011, Erdend(rt. Nrtbinr
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez.
flarcourt, Brace and World, A-LII Spanisb

Lessons 34 and 4(1

Urit 13

Other:

The monetary unit ij 1101 the same in all Hispanic countries. Pesos are used in Argentina, Colombia, las Filipinas,
Cuba, La Republica Dorninicana, Mexico, and Uruguay.
Bolivia uses the boliviano; Costa Rica and El Salvador, the
co/drt,' Chile, the escudo; Ecuador, the sucre; Espaha, the
peseta; Guatemala, the quetzzi4: Honduras, the tempera; Nicaragua, the cOrdoba; Panainti, the balboa; Paraguay., the
guarani:. Peru, the sot' Venezuela, the bolr'var. All these mono
Lary units are divided into 100 cents, called CCIINUOS every
where except in Costa Rica, Espaila, and 1'enezuela, where
they are called ct",iiinfow. and Uruguay, where they are cen-

t/Ain/us. A few of the coins have significant names, such as
the «,.//;//. This coin Is named for Christopher Columbus, in
Spanish, Cristobal Col6n. Since Cohin was Italian, he was
born CristOloro Colombo.

The Bolivian balitiano and the Venezuelan boaar arc
trained after Siatcin Bolivar ( note the acccnt; most Americans
mispronounee this name). 1)011-vier freed the northern part of
South ;Intel-lea front Spain In the early 19th century. He was
called

El libt holot and

South American George

Washington.
the ,,,err is named alter Antonio Jose de Sucre, one of
Lieutenants. Sucre Is also one of the capitols of
Feuador. the other tole king La Par.
the v./fuzz/it Is named for Guatemala's national bird.
I he site of a pigeon. It sports iridescent green plumage and
thee-foot green tail fealliers Living deep in the tropical jungles of Centaal America, it Is tardy seen in captivity.
The 1101n1uran 14,1014ra is named after an Indian chief
(1497.1537 ) whin fought against the Spanish in the early
part oldie 16111 century.

he Paraguay all
Is
after a tribe of 111.
(halls hying in ILI Y01111(1'11 pail of South .1merica: in parts
of lita/il and Argentina and in all of Paraguay, these In

dams are so numerous that Paraguay is the only bilingual
country in South .1intrit
he language has given many
%%ord. to Spanish. some have 15(111 filieleel into English:
maracas. jaguar. j,naranda, tapir, tom
(111111C.
11(
Panamanian bnii/o.ir honors Vast,. Nhiinr de Bah
boa. the mot purl Fadromaduran {A !Ill crossed lilif 1,0111111S of
)%,i1:S'ila

in 1111 t.'

1,t: 111C 111%1 e44.447414(4141441 141))(14441(i Ole

t

Pacific. Later he transported materials across the Isthmus and
built die first Spanish ship constructed in America.

The value of these monetary units varies. Currently,
12.1/2 MexIcan pesos equal one U. S. dollar, That makes
the Mexican pi-10 worth about 8 cents. Frsos from other
countries (see paragraph 1 above) are not necessarily worth
the same, Seventy Spanish pesetas are now worth one dollar.
making one jicseq,/ worth about 1.1 j4 cents. Tilt value of all

of these monies also fluctuates according to international
finances. For instance, ten years ago the Nlexican pro, %sac

rather than 12.1/2 to 1, and only this year the value
1 to 70 to 1. It takes a
newcomer some time to get used to the new coins and their
Nake. A little previous practice In converting the new Inoue.
tare system to the our you're familiar with will help a grt
deal to make smooth monetary exchanges
you anise

8 to

I

of the pettia dropped front 60 to

in the new connily.

.4,e%I
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Useful practice

At this point the teacher can show any coins that can be collected from the various I I ispanic countries and have students
identify them, their country of origin, and any unusual facts
about their name. Pictures and discussions of Bolivar, Sucre,
lempira, Balboa, can reinforce the history of discovery, cob

nitation, and revolution in the New World. These representations of coins can be affixed to a large map on the
classroom bulletin board or each student can include such a
[nap in a personal "cultural" notebook. A student interested
in natural history might investigate and report on the quetzal

if he has time and inclination, he could extend the survey to
include other unusual fauna from Hispanic regions. A picture
of a quetzal is a colorful classroom decoration. Some of the

Guatemalan postage stamps have pictures of the quetzal
Students can also practice exchanging money for dollars and
figuring out how much various articles cost in dollars.

Make a chart showing the various loins, their denomination
and their value in terms of the U. S. dollar.

May make special reports on the origin of the terms used.

30. COLORS
Concept to be found in the following texts:

Dolt, Rim.ha 0, and Winston, Enfrudir y 1lrrblrrr
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez'
Harcourt, Brace and World, A-LM Spargsh:

Unit 12, p. 112
Lessons 10 and 13
Unit 5

Other:
A.

General Information

they want. Reproducing an exact color is not easy, as you

know if you have ever tried to match the paint on a car

By using a prism we can break up a ray of light into
approximately six primary colors like the rainbow. These colors, however, are a continuum and blend imperceptibly into
one another, producing an infinite number of tones. We can
use dyes and pigments to color cloth, wood, paper, and other

materials. These pigments can also he mixed to form so
many shades that no language could have enough words to
designate each other. The teacher can at this point Illustrate
the insufficiency of language to express colors and the lack of
agreement between observers by several experiments. lie may

choose a red, blue, or green article of clothing and have
everyone write down what color it is. Disagreement, because
of the 'natty shades of red, blue, or green, will be enormous.
1 hen he may show a dozen different pieces of colored paper,
one at a time,instructing the class to write down In one word
the color of each paper. Ile will purposely Include two or

when one fender has to be repainted. Another difficulty Is that
no one knows for sure whether or not he sees the same color

as everyone else. Color-blind people see no color at all or
only certain colors. The problem that interests us as language
students is that not all languages divide the color spectrum
the sante. Obviously our basic colors - purple, blue, green,

yellow, orange, and reel - don't begin to name all the possible shades. However. some languages designate only two
basic colors, the red-orange-yellow range and the green-bluepurple range. Other languages have more basic colors than

English. Fortunately, the two language's we are studying Spanish and English - are quite similar in their designation
of colors.

In Spanish the basic colors arc almost the same as in
English:

three shades of red, for instance, to show that the makriti
use -red for quite a large range of colors that are. In fact,
very different. He may then illustrate, by holding several
shades of red together, that the difr:rence appears much

orac/o - purple
az:a/
- blue

mairtirlpulo - orange
ruff)
- red
nip()
- black
hlanclo
- white

It'd( - green
runarillo - yellow

greater when together than when shown at different times. Ile

1 he only problem is "brown-, which differs from English in

may also ask for a list of terms that will suitably describe
(very basic color. lie will invariably elicit purple, blue,

several respects and which well take up in detail under

green, yellow. orange, red, black, white, and brown. All other
who': terms are non essential or subordinate; they merely des'game shades of these basic or fundamental colors, We might
term the se nine fundamental terms"ehromemes-and all other

li.

terms "allothromts- by analogy with phonemes and aliophones, and my cultural analogy 'of "cullemes" and "aliolilts.1hr only way paint companies cart reproduce a given
color is by having color disks with a certain number of degrees of (Attain basic colors, say fi0 degrees of blue and 300
degrees of (Pow. 'I hey put this dick on a machine and spin
if Until the colors blur together. producing the combination

"color problems.-

Most Spanish color adjectives arc normal: if they end in
o for the masculine, they change to a in the feminine. For the
plural add
errhalla hbruco, ((Mica bltorra, rabaNns hImi

env. ernot,«Ii hlano. If they end in any other letter in the
masculine, their feminines are the same and their plurals add
A or
14,/r, t off. c.
mutts. A list of these adjectives
follows:

marrilar/cr - (Irina mon

a6r,forda - bone while
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Nor ra a I Adjet mice Form ;ikon

arkoroletPleirl - chocolate brow a
mnardla -yellow

amarillento - yellowish

amarillusco - yellowish

atnbarino - amber
anaratyado - orange
apiiionado - of medium complexion
azu/ado - bluish
aeuletio - bluish
azu/oso - bluish

amuralado - frplish

blanco - white
canarlo - canary yellow
carmen"- crimson
carminoso - carmine
celeste - sky blue
colorado - red
cuopastle - lion yellow
descolortdo - discolored, faded
dorado - gilded, golden
CSCOCCS - plaid

glanco - light green
gris - grey
huero - blonde
iricicscente - rainbow colored
leonado - lion yellow
- ashy grey, pale grey
marron - brown
morcnote- very brunette
tnallicolor - multicolored
nculro - neutral
Pardo - brown through grey

p/orado - silver
pro° - dark brown to black
pu rpureicco - purplish

purptireo - purplish
purpurino - purplish
ropzo - reddish
rosado - pink
rroso - earth colored
rerdal - greenish
t.crtltron - bright green
1:erdino - greenish

rcrdinoso - greenish

radon - greenish
rerdoso - greenish
t.trdusco - greenish
t.micolor - varicolored
riolado - violet, purple
zarco - blue eyed
C.

anleado - tan, buff, antelope
azu/ - blue
azuknco - blot ,11
att4Iino - bluisl
bermejo - vertu Ilion

blarquecino -sthiiish
canclo - cinnamon
taipitheo - carmine
ctistario - chest-nit brown
cobrizo - coppery
cora/ino - coral
descolorado - discolored
desteitido - faded
encarnado - red

gateado - cinnamon with blackish streaks (horses)
gualdo - yellow
incoloro - colorless
trisado - rainbow colored
lilial- pure white
marfileric - ivory
moven() - brunette

ntulato - dark brown
negro - black
ocre - ochre
pardusco - greyish brownish
p/ornizo - leaden
purizo. - (Fr. ponccau = poppy, poppy red) flaming red (irregular adj. lacking inflections: r cslido pwrzo, cortina
punzit, camisas putoz6)
rofo - red
rubio - blonde
trigurtio - wheat colored

rade - green
rerdinegro - dark green
.

EXAMPLES

papelahursado - bone white paper
piel ankada - buff colored leather or fur
labtos coralinos - coral lips

If you want to use a noun rather than an adjective, use
the masculine form: El rojo u ml color fat,orito, "Red Is my
favorite color." (Pattern practice can be formed easily with

any of the colors on the list.) Hoy rorios rojor, ruder y
grises,

"There are various reds, greens, and greys. '

Nouns Used When No Adjective Exists

Often Spanish has no color adjective and must use a
noun construction. The original construction was sena camtro
del color de urea rose, "A shirt the color of a rose". This
form gradually became abbreviated:

del color dr una rosa
color de una :050
(dr) color de rota
(de) (010Y rota
(de) rota

It is perfectly correct now to use any of these stages. 1 he
key word, rosa, however, never changes form because it is

a noun, not an adjective. !fence you have:

camisa rosa
uestido rota
comic() roS/e

I filidOi 7050
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In every case color de is understood.
Sometimes a noun Is used so much to designate a color

that native speakers begin to think of it as an adjective and
give it adjective endings. Many natives say znpaios cafe; or
roles-es, whereas the accepted form is zezpolos cafe (color de

café). A sign in the Madrid Zoo says FLAMENCOS ROSAS,

"pink flamingos". The correct form is flamencos rosa (color
de rosa).

Following is a list of nouns most commonly used to
designate color. Actually, any object that has color could be
used in this way to designate the color of another object,
from the color of a ripe pear to the color of coffee with
cream.

aniafista - amethyst (a purple gem)
anle - tan, buff, antelope
arena - sand
azafrOn - saffron
canna - cinnamon

ala de mosca - greenish black
eiMbar - amber

ecniza - ash
cohre - copper
chocolale - chocolate
csmeralda emerald (a green gem)

tannin - carmine
ccrc;a - cherry
coral -coral

gualda - weld, mignonette, yellow weed (a plant with yellow
flowers: Reseda lutrola)
&roma(' - garnet (a red gent )
lignrn - lichen
malra - the plant, mallow; the purplishrose dye, mauve
moslaza - mustard
olira - of ve
oro - gold
in;rpnra - the mollusk, porphyra, and the blood red dye it

fuscia - fuchsia
grana - kermes (an insect whose body gives a crimson dye)

gives

rota - rose
ruhi - ruby
herquesa - turquoise (a blue.green gem)
yet-donor - sea greets

riot(

- violet

EXAMPLES
polaris color dc cafe"- little brown ducks
zapatos raft - brown shoes
finmenro- rosa - pink flamingos
feta to tono rose, - pink cloth
paprles rosa - pink papers
rid° dr oro - golden sky
nu r (slid() de growl - a crimson dress
dr Tom naranja - orange satin
ten malt a eonliores en oro - a mauve with flowers in

arro iris - rainbow
azab eche - coal
cafe"- coffee

escarlala

gales (Fr. guor4, front Lat. gale, = throat) - gulfs or red
(used only in heraldry)
mandarina - tangerine

narania - orange
apart() - port wine (from the Portuguese city Oporto, where
this type of a ine originated )

pcda - pearl
!data - silver
put.-o( Fr, poncrou = poppy) - poppy red
gliCr1110, crimes, kr? mes - the insect whose body gives a
crimson dye
ecrdercicdon - ccladon green
ceder

D.

- green moss or mold that grows on trees, algae

Modifiers to Indicate Intensity and indicate Shades
Often a single word isn't precise enough, and a modifier

is used.
1.

It may indicate Intensity or lack of intensity:
ototro, 1-trehr (muff,.
a. "dark" - c.ccuro:
b.

gold

:ado, ours y ma/rat son loc rolorrs.faz ()rims dr rite

C

"deep- or -intense- - Mom): on top, bile +or).
"brilliant, "v iv id,- or "loud- iro, /05 1-0105

t a 0..

aior - greens, ochres, and mauves are the favorite
colors this year

PU/h:a;/1/PUlle. rosa /ureic
5Uhido: raja .5-abed°, color rat 0 rub') (red)

sin fondo 11(011. per/o, de ntn - a black, pearl, and

uy sit 6ido.

gold background
solo eapa de color perk - a pearl colored cape
nna eorlina punzr; - a bright red curtain

hell /ante: eolorrc stint

billflnk,, fist au

grit b?illantr.
ehillon: lot amoral° drillein.

just as you use the masculine form of a color adjectis
to make the noun: ti negro ec un color oil-no. so you [stake
any color masculine even though the object itself is feminine

11071fatit

d.

et rosa cc el color de su t &id°. "Pink is the color of her
dress." Thus In rosa means "the rose" and el rosa means

Miff7PCS dr (0/0:55 lifffilfali

"light" r150: a;nl (law. retch carne, gall carol.
rasa ( faro.
peilabo: t eat,

"pink,38

scarlet

C.

42

"111Cdi11111..

oslatri
Of/Oho: t.11111 mr,hoi r firi,,

1.

:'"-

pardo pardusco - greyish brownish

suave,- los waves amatistas (amethysts).
apagado: un esmeralda muy apagado.
g. "irridescent" - tornasolado: El quetzal tierce piamaje verde tornasolado ("The quetzal, national
bird of Guatemala, has irridescent green plumage.")
le: una medalla de oro mate (a dull
h. "dull" gold medallion)
2. Other modifiers may indicate a certain shade of a

basiccolor, as in English "brick red," "Kelly green,"
"sky blue," or a mixture u..1 two basic colors, as
"blue-green," "red-orange."
amarillo budtsta - Buddhist yellow (from the
yellow robes Buddhist priests wear)

amarillo mostaca - mustard yellow
acid celeste - heavenly, celestial, or sky blue
civil (Metric° - the blue of an electric spark

acul marina - marine blue, aquamarine (also
aguomarina)
acul inahrin - dark blue (Mahon is a port in the
Balearic Islands.)

acul turgui - Turkish blue, a very dark blue

guard° rosa - geranium pink
rojinegro - blackish-red (rojo + negro)

rojo anaranjado - orange-red
rojo cereca - cherry red
rosa oculado - bluish-red
verde mar or verdeniar - sea green
verde Palo - Nile green (from the river Nile)
verdinegro - blackish-green ( verde + negro)
E,

Suffixes

A number of suffixes are added to basic Spanish color

words to change the meaning to something like English
"-ish."

-6cco; pis - grisricco g- reyish
piapura -purpureicro - reddish
rosa - rosriceo - pinkish

-ado: morado - amoratado - purplish
nerd- aculado - bluish
-lotto: amarillo amarillento - yellowish
gris - grisiento - greyish
ino, wino: nynbar - antbarino - amberish

-tco:

azu/- arulima - bluish
Vane° - Idanquedrio - whitish
pi;rpura -purpuritio - reddish
bernulo - bermejizo - vermilionish
cobre - cobrico - coppery
- leaden
plonro -Nom

rojo - rojico - reddish

oso: verde - verdoso - greenish
amarillo - amarilloso - yellowish
itcro,

(rut - azutoso - bluish
amarillo - °Mat NU ICA
negro - negrucro - blackish

-PIZ(

verde - verdusco - greenish
One other suffix,

-ode,

means "very": moreno - morenolc

very brunette, dark skinned.
F.

Color Problems

1. Different range. At least one color in Spanish causes
English speakers difficulty because it covers a different range
in the color spectrum from any color in English. Pardo
covers the entire range of grey and brown. A Spanish author

writes "A las nubes ligeramente pardar sucedieron otras mas

plomicas y densas.", "The greyish clouds were followed by
others that were more leaden, denser." A bit later he describes
the same clouds as de color centca, "ashy colo -ed." The
same word is used for the brown bear: oso pardo. In Anda-

lucia and America pardo apparently tends more toward the
grey shades, whereas in the rest of Spain it tends to cover a
wider range. In Cuba Ojos pardos are "brown eyes;" at the
same time nubes pardas are "grey clouds."
The problem of range is minimal when comparing only
English and Spanish. It would be considerable if we should
add some of the Pacific and African languages, in which

almost no terms cover the same color range as English
terms.

2. A more sticky problem involves the use of certain
color terms for specific objects only. In English we may
speak of a palomino horse or a bay horse, but not of a
palomino or bay car, sofa, curtain, or flower. Spanish also
has a long list of colors used only for horses or cattle or
both. A few examples are ettatiin, "sorrel horse" ( reddishbrown); bayo, "bay horse" (also reddish-brown); gatcodo.
"a sort of cinnamon brown with blackish streaks"; room;.

"roan" (a hay, sorrel, or chestnut dappled with grey or
white). More information on this technical subject can be
found in the following text: "ose Maria Cossio, Los Toros,
Tratado Ticntco - Ilistorico. 3 vols. Madrid, 1951.
Color of fighting bulls is an intricate subject and the
older Spanish rib-joy:n(1os were proud of their knowledge of
the subject. Some aficionados complain wistfully that it is becoming a lost art, the younger generation doesn't know its

polo or color de la pill de los corn1;prtris One reason is
that more and more fighting bulls tend to be all black. A
fess examples are as follows:

pojico - yellowish white, wheat straw
berrendo - blotches of any color on a white background
cardcno - like a fordo horse, a mixture of black and
white hairs in varying proportions

satiny() - a mixture of red and white hairs
sardo - a mixture of black, white and red hairs
A few colors arc reserved fot fighting cocks. In Mexico
a gfra Is a "yellow or reddish rooster, sometimes with blotch
es of black and white"; gallo amarillo o rofizo, a teas con

blarvat. Aternate forms are jou and
Anothcr technical category Involves heraldry. or the
study of coats of arms (Mason, to dem-in kruildica)

pinta.; iugros
yellowish
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gave a bright purple dye, another a bright red.

may read of no eirbol de oro ca on ...ampo de guIrs, "a gold
tree in a field of red." Only in heraldry are gulrs, "red";
azul and blao, "blue"; sable, "black"; sinople, "green"

The name porphyra, then, became associated with
purple or red, according to which type of porphyra
lived in that region. The Spanish piirpura apparently was the red type, if we judge by manto de
picrpura, also called manto de eardena4 referring
to the Cardinal's robe, a garment that epitomizes
one of the brightest r f reds: cardinal. As further

heard. These terms are borrowings from French.
Some other colors are used in heraldry and in ordinary
use, too. For general Spanish, however, a number of everyday distinctions are Important:
Brown

evidence, observe the sentence Derra ma (on Tanta

The principal difficulty lies in the color brown. In
general, speakers of Spanish use tartan° for hair color only,
or for hair and eyes, but not for suits, cars, houses, chairs,
etc. For these the word differs from country to country. In
Mexico, cab- is general and in many regions includes even
eyes. In Spain nearrein is more common than cafe: In Uruguay cafe' is extremely rare and marro» is used almost exclusively. As has already been noted, Pardo is "brown" also,
but covers the range of "grey" as well as "brown." If refer.

sangre que habria bastado pars envolver a to
Nueva Espaiia en tin manta de pierpura. ""They

shed so much blood that it would have covered
all of New Spain in a mantle of red." We can
hardly translate the color of blood as "purple."
Furthermore, we read "an cubo de fluorila purpierca." If you look up fluorite], fluorite, you will
find the Larousse dictionary says "la fluorila
presenta colores muy brillantes de color rojo

ring to skin browned or tanned by the sun, the word is
bruncrado or lostado. It is evident, then, that "brown" presents several complications and that a foreigner should de-

termine local usage.
a. cafe"- for suits, shoes, houses, cars, chairs, etc.,
but not for eyes or hair
b. castaho - for eyes and hair, rarely for anything
else

4.

a. cuopastic in Mexico is a dark yellowish tan, dr

color /round° oscuro. Like many Mexican words

derived from Aztec, Its use is generally restricted
to Mexico and Central America.

Complexion
a, moreno - brunette. The word comes from Latin

b. butane)

b. apiiionado - of medium complexion, brownene,
neither dark nor light. Used by some Mexicans

C. Other Color Terms. - A list of related color vocabulary
follows:

color - used to be feminine: to color trtgueria. Nowadays, except

but not generally by other Spanish speakers.
c.

Andalucia and parts of America, it

colorant( - coloring: Se usa d atafre;r: romo colorants
pa ra productos alonenhetos. "Saffron is used as a
food coloring."

colorar -

zarco - light blue, generally used only for eyes. Zarro,

to color:

la elorofiler cobra dc rade. las

hojas de los &boles, "Chlorophyll colors tree leaves

like burro, often refers to the blond, blue eyed north.

gran."

cruet used principally in Mexico.

colorcar - to turn red: las guindas empieZan a cot
orrar, "The clunks arc beginning to turn red."

3. Deceptive cognates. Colors, like all other areas of
language, have deceptive cognates, words in two languages
that come from a common root, perhaps in Latin or Greek,

colors', - to color: colors'( estantpaS, "to color pictures."

but have come to have different meanings.

rromeitico - chromatic, pertaining to color.

red, not colored: chile raorado "red

gam° - range, gamut, shade, spestruns: los ;ono.; do.

p, pp( r.

tninantes son morado, arena, Hone° y rcrde en

brown, not maroon.
e. pr:opura and all Its derived forms - purpr;reo,
putputino, putt:unite° - red, not purple. The an
dent Greeks used to get this color from a type of
shellfish called porphyra. One kind of porphyra
b. marre'm -

40

in

is masculine: el color, colorcs tkos.

rubio - blond. In Mexico rubio is usually replaced by Alder°. Because most "gringos" arc
blond In comparison with the average Mexican,
burro may be equivalent to "gringo."

a. r olorado -

in Spain is a brilliant orange. It is de-

rived front the color of the tanks of pressurized
butane gas sold for healing and cooking in Spain.

morn!, "black." In Mexico an equivalent is
prido, but this word may refer to things other
than complexion: gato purl°, Loma Primer (a
mountain in Santa Clara County, California).

Regional differences. One final color problem, though

not a serious one, is that of regional differences. A couple of
examples other than those already given regarding "brown"
will demonstrate that the phenomenon does exist.

todas SUS ,gamas, "1 he dominant tones a re poi plc,

sand. white, and the entire range r,f green."

inoilarc
ellelisk

11

(4durtf,s: aPto quktra ineoloia, "a ce.lorIcsc

with purple iridescence," una vela tornasolada, "an
iridescent material."

irisado - rainbow colored: "rainbow" is arco iris in
Spanish. A synonym for irisado is iridiscente.

malit - shade: dos matites de amarillo, "two shades of
yellow;" coloreado con los matices del arco iris,
"colored with the shades of the rainbow." More or
less synonymous are finta, gradation, tonalidad,
and tono. La obra acaba en tono rosa despot's de
haber pasado pnr to c boos ores, gualdo., rob° y
hasta verde, "The work ends in a shade of pink
after having gone through colors grey, yellow, red,
and even green."

multicolor - multicolored (the feminine form is Identical):
urn vestido multicolor, vna lue multicolor. Synonymous iSPONTOWO, "polychrom atie." Sometimes the
accent is on the ant:penult: poli'cromo.

neutro - neutral.

leriir - to dye: Se litie los cabellos de rola. "She dyes
her hair red."

torntosolada - changing colors, iridescent: El perzcil
&tie el plumate verde tornasolado, "The Quetzal
has Iridescent green plumage."

tiros - the reflections that make a cloth, a butterfly's
wings, a bird's plumage, etc., appear to have one
color at one angle mid another at another angle.
When something has visos, it is said to be tornaso
tado: Ida de stria con visos morados, "silk cloth

H. Conclusion.

It is evident that color terms in 5oth English and Spanish are vague and inexact: "cherry rid," "mustard yellow,"
-rose," and other terms using some object as a model for a
color arc inexact because cherries, mustard, roses, etc., arc
not always the same color. If we agree that "cherly red"
shall be the color of a bing cherry and not a Queen :Inn,
that agreement is completely arbitrary. Other color terms
are inexact because of the many shades involved. We make

fairly (though not absolutely) clear distinctioi s only at
breaks in the continuum, such as from red to orange, even
though there may he more actual difference between two
shades we call "red." It is possible that our perception isn't
even as good when distinguishing shades of what we call
one color simply because of the limits our very language
imposes on us. Possibly childhood training is responsible:
if a child calls orange "reel," he is immediately corrected.
Ile has missed a "chrorneme" (cf. phoneme and "culteme").
But, if he calls crimson, vermilion, scarlet, ruby, or maroon
"red," he is smiled upon. lle is aware that in English these

are "allochromes," or variations of a single 'ehromine.'
Ile may he perfectly conscious that the various shades of red
aren't the same, but he knows that one word suitably covets
the entire gamut.

31. SHOPPIVG
Concept to be found in the follows tag texts:

Unit 12, p.

!loft, Rinehart, and Winston, Eoitt rah t lin ht(fr
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fermitide
Harcourt, Brace and World.

Lessens 13. 33.31i

Unit II

Other:

It used to be that many Spanish speakers tended to
smile at the English term "go shopping." saying that wom
cn who "go shopping" usually just "go looking" or "window shopping" and don't really buy anything. Either Hispanic customs have changed o: former critics were "lint pisk
ing," because present-day Spanish makes frequent use of it

de tiendas, the exact idea of "window shopping.In many stores and 11/ arials in His pante countries you
must bargain or haggle, itgett«i r.
process fs fascinating

except that few foreigners know the "going price- of an at
tide, since the value of an fTin tat one country has little or
no relation to the value in another. 'therefore, to find out the

is a
-Galerias Preeiados- is perhaps the largest Gaps
common word in Spain for "department store.- Pn, ienhi is
the name of the street in downtown Madrid where the first
store was opened a few years ago. The company now has
c. that aren't, of course, on that
street; yet all retain the PI for irnloi in the name. .1notlier big
Madrid store is "Corte Ing1C.s." Calle Serrano has many de
gam stores whose show windows display articles que teponot
several branches, or sleet°

umo los dienhs bogos, "make your mouth water.- or.

right price, he must either observe some native buyiag a stmt.

literally. "make your teeth grow long."
Scars Roebuck has a branch in Mexico City. where it is
cunsidetsd high.class rather than middle-class. Many \text
cans pronounce it as if it were
"Salinas v llocha"

tar article, ask a friend. or cheek in a store that has fixed

is another elegant Mexican department store.

prices, pra io lip).

In the bigger, dohno_t.it stotcs, it holild he as tidicu.
lous to haggle, as in Wookott'is. Spain has several large
chain stores now similar to Macy's. The Enyorium, Penney's.

Of course, each Hispanic capital is a large. modern
1,1(iwpolts, like San Franctsco, New Volk, or Chicago, and
lu thcon you find the same e ariety of fine staras, Hell dressed
po,iiha and uucntat a nil restaurants Generally the capital

,)i)
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city of a country' doesn't represent the same kind of life as
lo the provincial towns and villages, where the distinct
avuliarities of a culture arc much more apparent.

Useful practice

Can you think of ways in which sonic small town in the
United States differs from sonic big city you know?

FOR.WATION OF COMPOUND B'ORDS

32.

Concept to lie found in the following texts:

I loll. Rinehart, and Winston, Etimithe1 !labia,

Unit 12, p. 114
(See also Item #22 above)

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferribidet
Harcourt, Brace and World, AIM Spfrotish:
Other:

From the two words rumple + mios. -fulfills or coin
plats years,- Spanish has formed the compound rump/mhos,

"birthday,

It is rather common to form such nouns from

lirrrpra parobrisas - "cleans the windshield" - rl lint
piaparabrisas "windshield wiper."
para rayas - "stops the lightning flashes" - el pora-

a verb form plus a plural noun. 'file resulting singular

rrayos - "lightning rod," (Note that the r of ratios

noun is always masculine singular even though the original

noun was plural. For additional cultural information on

doubled when put within a word because an initial single
r Is multiple trilled but a single r within a word Is only a

celebration of birthdays see Item No. 22. Other such words

single tap.)

include:

Tara platos - "washes dishes" - el laraplalos - "dish.
washer."
sacs 'Juntas - "forms points" - el socapuntas "pencil

(orta 111110)101

"cuts feathers" (from the days when

the quill end of a feather was cut off at an angle and dipped
in ink to use as a pen) - el coriaplumas - "penknife."

limpia bolos - "cleans boots" - el limpiabolas - "shoe
shine boy- (also bolero in Mexico).

pod, Brisas - "stops the breezes" - d parabrisas "windshield ".
33.

.11.E.4.V/NGS

must he

sharpener."

lora discos - "plays records" - el locadiscos - "record
player."

clibre asiodos - "covers seats" - el cubreasiodos "scat cover."

OF ''PAPEL''

Concept to be fo,ind in the following texts:

Unit 13, p. 120, line 17

!loll, Rinehart, and Winston, EnRudo t llahber
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Feryloyidez ..
I

I arcouri. Ii race and World. A.L.11.1.Sprirdisb:

Ocher:

Pupil here is used in the S(115e Of a 10/r or a "pail.- in
a

play. papa also means "paper" but is not used in the

sense of the newspaper. "I read it last night in the (news)
1)(1141ln II,
paper" (we of kr

Concept lo be found in the follossing it xis:

Unit 16. p. 158. cons. 2

Holt. Hinchati. and 1Viniton. F.vh,uL r r 11rMil
Encyclopaedia Brita units la Inmilto Fernrimi(z

vrid.,1

Other,

Notice that pr s, or is
Pe

to fish" and

)/flinirrite. -1 (aught or is ont

-to catch

Pt; is a list

one that /lac bee a caught, tit re fore. fish
fish anll r
in the market ready to eat. When asked what the dithittihe
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I,t by stn ri; and /,,stud,,. a Spaniard answered.
'or p
r ,td,,. In many pacts(,( .Itx icti.
and p(.emb, rtftrs to any
is r ard
4.5 (1. the word
ss as

pr

vu/ ,

Its!, dead or alive.
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35. I/ACER EVEN HEMP° vs. 1)11'ERTERSE
Concept to be found in the following texts:

11011, Rinehart, and 1\'incrou. Futtudtr y //u/dui.

Unit 16, p. 160, conc. 5
Unit 3, dialog Ilne 4

Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez'
liar-court, Brace and World, A.L31 Spanish:
Other:

Note: "Until now we have had good weather." or, Harr
burr licno,), /lace runt bump r. How do you say "we have
had a good time?" (dirtreirse: Nos /reams ditcriido.) To
confuse these two constructions is a frequent error of English
speakers.
36.

Useful practice

Give several situations involving "good weather" and "having a good time" for dramatic play to see that the students
interpret them correctly.

(ISM: THE TELEPHONE

Concept to be found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, En fi Oder t llabba
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
rse and World,
Spain rie:
Harcourt,

17

Lesson 39
Unit 5

Other:

Hispanic countries differ in their telephone customs.
Spaniards answer the telephone by saying Diger or Digarnc.
Mexicans generally say BUO10, though frequently they give
their name and add porn satiric or a sus Ordcncs: "El

doctor Francisco Rirancneyro, Para scruirle "Cubans answer Oigo, preferably,or Diga. In Puerto Rico they say llalii
or Diger. and in Uruguay Hola or /AN. Almost everywhere
an office employee will give his name: /labia Garcia, or

Garcia. a sus ordcnis, Sometimes, when a maid answers,
she will immediately ask: "eDe parte de qutrin?'', something
like "May I say who's calling?" More often she will wait till
the caller asks for one of the family, then inquire who it Is.
In Spain you can find pay phones in most hotels and
many restaurants. However, you don't use normal coins to
operate diem. You buy telephone tokens called fa hac. When

l:gins to tick off three minutes. When the time is up. unless
you have dropped in another/Om, the line is cut off. Fir hoc
a7e grooved, and telephones have a corresponding groove.
making it impossible to use "slugs." You can buy fre/ros at

you drop a Pim Into the phone box, a spring mechanism

management.

the hotel desk, from a bell boy. or from the restaurant

37. MOVIES
Concept to he found in the following texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and Winshm, Euh,r,/,
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Ferrindcz.
I larsou rt. Brace arid World, .1 LM Straufs/r:

['nit 17. p 168. conc. 3

Other:

In Spanish movie houses and theaters the box offices

are generally open is the morning and people often bue
their tram then to avoid the rush just boroic the show..lc
y its especially arc quite popular 1111W. you might acrid
On disappointment of finding all seats sold by picking uls
)our tkktts early.

Mer.t Spanish theaters are 1111 continuous ac dicy arc
in tire United Stattc. Before starting the next 5114,IA, the man-

asztrutlit turns on all the light,. and eyueone is expected
to Ica% e.

..
ii t
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38.

SERl'AN TS

Concept to he found in the following texts:

Unit 17, p. 172

1Iolt, Rinehart, and Winston, EnThuhr y
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
IIarcouet, Brace and World, A-LM Spa rcish:
Other:

In Hispanic countries most middle- and upper-class
families have maids. In the United States, because of the
much higher cost of labor, only the very wealthy can afford
maids. On the other hand, most United States families have
many laborsaying appliances
washer, dryer, vacuum,
dishwasher, disposal, timers. Appliances are cheaper in the

hand, she must be fed and housed (most maids live in), her
feelings as another human being must be considered (though
some employers don't treat "the help" very well). One must
worry about wages, hiring and firing, whether the maid will

a partial explanation, no doubt, for the different arrangement. The presence of a live human being rather than a

be good or not, honest or not, intelligent or not. In short,
though haying a maid sounds rather elegant in the United
States, the institution, like most institutions, is not perfect.
Most women raised in Hispanic countries find it difficult to
get along without their maid when they come to the United

group of machines makes a notable difference in family life.
In some ways the maid can do far more than the machines
she can shop, adapt, perform various tasks. On the other

States. They are more accustomed to handling a maid than
using appliances. Often Americans in Spain take some time
to learn what to do with a maid.

United States, and maids arc cheaper In Hispanic countries,

39.

CARS: ,V1FIV, USED, DR/II:RS LICEA'SES

Concept to he found in the follow ing texts:

Holt, Rinehart, and 1l'inston, Ent( adt
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Fernandez:
Harcourt, Brace and World, A.I.31 Sprinidu

Unit 18, p. 176, and p. 180
Lesson 51

Unit 12

Other:

It is not t..nrly so common in Spanish-speaking countries as in the United States for a teen-ager to have a car.
Until very recently few Spaniards, no matter what age, could
afford a car. Now, with increasing national wealth, more and
more are buying the tiny Seat 600, the same as the Fiat, but
produced in Spain rather than Italy. Since gasoline costs 75
or 80 cents a gallon in Europe and because in most Fatropean countries the price of your license vanes according
to the horsepower of your car, people are obliged to choose
small cars. Spain also produces oilier models of the Seat
the 1400, 1500, and 1600 as well as a Renault, a Gordini,
and, recently, the Dodge Dart. To protect the national economy, Spain puts a 100S import duty on foreign cars. For
that reason few cars other than those mentioned above arc
seen in Spain unless they belong to foreigners ( who don't
have to pay the duly) and the extremely wealthy. Since
Spain is not an automobile oriented county in comparison
with the United States, the automobile industry doesn't take
up nearly the vast sector of society that it does here. "Automobile rows" don't exist. Nowhere do you see huge used-car
lots. Only those who must use a car in their work have two
cars. There are only 25,000 driver's licenses in all e f
ss hid! has a population of about 32 million. Because many
Spanish drivers have learned to drive comparatively recently,
they are sometimes uaaw are of how dangerous a vehicle can
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he. Because traffic has until recently been negligible, Spanish
traffic laws and their enforcement have also been rather lax.
Therefore, it behooves the United States driver in Spain, ac-

customed to the rather good, experienced, and considerate
United States driver (despite one's impression when he has
no comparison), to be especially cautious. Driver education
the public schools, a fairly re:ent innovation in the United
States, is not known in Spain. Quite a few commercial driving schools, however, operate in the larger cities,

1 he must common way of getting a driver's license
(rieJnet in Spain, berm in in Nlexico) is to go to driver's
school. Coati/ is from the French and is pronounced either
with or without the final "C' sound. After you complete the
course satisfactorily. the school takes care of all the formalities.

In Mexico, several plants assemble United States automobiles, though Meld«) doesn't produce any car of her own.
As in Spain. fewer people ()An ears than in the United States,
and cars are generally somewhat older and, therefore. erten

not as safe to operate. When you're driving In the country
in Mexi. 0. one of the biggest dangns Is livestock on the
road, since in most places the range Is not fenced. St night,
paimdarly, it is not difficult to adorn your fender with a
burro.

A number of differences exist in a llIOMOliVe vocabulary:
Simiot

'wimp r or r'lllrrleo it

Ormnemitml used)

drive:

combo(

car, automobile:

tachc. autmoria.i1(«Hro

((MO, (Of Ill, or

in Spain is only a blase
or ox cart)

flUt01111)1

It( emir

Centrally a distinction is observed between cochc nreiro,

)

(101011f, /WI ta(lilifloail

luggage rack:

a "brand new car," and nut vo (oche, "a new car to von,"

(1!a Ig:
m

cates that the car Jorge has bought is a ,o4ero tothr, since
it has souse hundred thousand kilometers.

but not necessarily this year's model. The co itcet here
40.

TIIE CAPITAL CITY

Concept to be found its the following texts:

Unit 19. p. 186, line 17

()la
I lob, Rinehart, and Winston, Ent/mho. y
Encyclopaedia Britannica, La Familia Eerneindez:

II a rcoa rt, Brace and World, A-1.11
Other:

La copal or "capital city" is often used instead of the
real name of the city in countries whose capital has the same

name as the country. This Is the situation in Mexico and
Guatemala. In English we say Mexico City and Guatemala
City, In Mexico they may also refer to the capital as .11(xico

D.E -1).F. means DiAtrito l«l(ral and Is like our "D.C."
for "District of Columbia." like 1) C., 1).F. is an area especially reserved for the offices of the federal government and
41.

belongs to no state. .1. NIC,:teitil, 1611, Illa V Say 1.(1)' (1
re). D.E.
ray a la (pile/, and, ()cc iudon
dram! (It .114.50 0.

.1/1.11,

Notice also a peculiarity of the word "capital /et toti
capita/ is capital is the sense of
money.. Don't confuse either with the capitol building, which

tot is "capital city," but

is cap/lobo in Spanish.

THE MEA.W.VO OF "ALIMED.I.

Concept to be found its the following texts:
!loll. Rinehart, and Winston, 1..)111

idt 211, p. 198. line 16

Encyclopaedia Rritanniea, La Eamflo
Ilarcoutl, Brace and \\*oriel. A-1.3I Spom.11..
Other:

Alameda, a common street name in California. means a
grove of a/amos, or "poplar trees'', and also all ataPP/0-1/ ned
street. In many places the trees have long since disappeared

but the name remains. Also the meaning "poplar grove:*
has extended to include other kinds of trees. so that you
might see such hybrids as wig a la w«10 dr alit o'. literally
"a popla grove of olive tree s." One understands. of course,
Just "olive grove.
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S 'MEE IS, RO. IDS, HIGHWAYS

42.

Con( tin to he found in the 1o111, [mg texts:

Holt. Rini:halt. and Winston, Ed,h,t/ii Il1ilI
Encyclopaetiiit Br itannica, La Familia Fernandez:
II. LI tilt, iii uLLI. aL111 \\'i tilt!, ..1-1.11 c111t i.
Otliti

As in English, streets, roads, and highways have many

Unit 20, p 198,1ine 17

2. In the country

designations:
1.

amino -"road"
rarretera -"highway", larger than (-amino
autopista "freeway"
senda -"path", "unpaved"

In the city

calk -"street"
arcnida, cal:ado, bulcuar, alamcda - "avenue",
"boulevard", generally larger than calle
smaller titan callr
cocsta -"a street going uphill
callejon

3.

Other

cared - "lane of a street or hiyhway'
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